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Integrated Test System
OSCILLOSCOPES

7000 SERIES

MEASURES: FREQUENCY • TIME RESISTANCE

TEMPERATURE • VOLTAGE • CURRENT

The 7D13 input circuit can be floated up to 1 kV above

chassis potential . This allows considerable flexibility in

measuring parameters that have a high common mode

voltage .

ITS

One year ago Tektronix expanded the plug -in oscillo

scope concept when it announced the four-plug - in 7000

Series . The significance of this is now made even more

apparent. With the introduction of the NEW 7D13 DIGI

TAL MULTIMETER and the NEW 7D14 DIGITAL COUNT

ER the 7000 Series becomes an Integrated Test System

( ITS) . In addition to having all conventional oscilloscope

capabilities , now , frequency, temperature, resistance,

voltage , and current can be digitally measured . ITS

another exciting measurement development from Tek

tronix . There's more to come !

Both new digital plug- ins are compatible with all 7000

Series oscilloscope mainframes and will function in any

plug - in compartment. The alphanumeric readout for

both units is displayed on the CRT , a unique feature
which is standard with all Tektronix 7000-Series oscillo

scopes . A photograph of the CRT gives the operator

a permanent record of both analog and digital data.

7D14 Digital Counter

The 7D14 is a direct gated counter which measures fre

quency to 500 MHz , without prescaling . This capability

is unique to Tektronix and is a " first to the digital count

er field . Many counters reach 500 MHz or above , but they

use prescalers or special techniques . The gated ap

proach also makes possible " single event" counting

which is very desirable in rapid burst measurements

such as in nuclear work . Whenever a prescaler is used

resolution is lost by the factor of the prescaler division

ratio. For example , if the prescaler divides the input

signal by 10 ; the resolution of the signal that's counted

will only be 1/10 of the original signal . This is an im

portant factor when accuracy is critical and measure

ment time is at a premium .

Another important feature is the externally gated mode

of operation . By locating the counter in one of the ver

tical positions of the oscilloscope and operating the

oscilloscope in the delaying time base mode , the B

sweep (delayed sweep ) can drive the counter gate. By

doing this , signals can be displayed on the screen with

the ones being counted intensified .

Using a 7000 -Series vertical amplifier , time-base unit ,

and a 7D14 Digital Counter , a signal can be displayed

on the oscilloscope screen while simultaneously meas

uring its frequency to 0.00005% accuracy . When the
7D14 is used in a horizontal plug- in compartment, a

signal connected to a vertical plug- in can be internally

routed to it by the trigger source switches . In addition

to being quite convenient, this becomes an asset when

circuit loading must be minimized . All the 7000-Series

vertical plug - ins are available as signal conditioners

for the counter.

7D13 Digital Multimeter

The 7D13 is a DC Digital Multimeter, which has four

modes of operation : current, voltage, resistance , and

temperature . The temperature mode is new to the DMM

field . The ability to use a separate sensor is attractive

for small space , " free air ", measurements . An example

is checking the internal temperature rise of newly de

signed equipment where normal size probes would have

serious size restrictions . There is also a temperature
output signal which is suitable for driving a separate

analog chart recorder .

2006 V 394C 10000504 10ns 500 V + 4.04V 200US
20 V 0014 SONS 10US
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The quantity of pulses within a burst is counted
and amplitude measured. All in one display !

The output of an oscillator is displayed and fre
quency is simultaneously correlated against ambient
temperature changes . Note that the counter can
be used in any plug - in compartment .

A signal source's pulse amplitude and period are
measured while a bias voltage is adjusted. Note
that the multimeter can be used in any plug - in com
partment.

© 1970 , Tektronix , Inc. All Rights Reserved . U.S.A. and Foreign Tektronix products covered by U.S. and Foreign Patents and / or Patents Pending .



OSCILLOSCOPES
7000 SERIES

Digital Multimeter 7D13

Digital Counter 7D14
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TEKTRONIX TEKTRONIX
DIGITAL MULTIMETER7013 DIGITAL COUNTER7014

The 7D13 Digital Multimeter has four modes of operation : DC
Volts , DC Current , Resistance , and Temperature .

Voltage Range- to 1000 V in four ranges . 312 - digital pre
sentation of 1.999 V , 19.99 V , 199.9 V , and 1000 V full scale .
Accuracy is + 0.1 % of reading +1 count . Input impedance
is 10 megohms on all ranges .

Current Range - to 2 A in four ranges . 372 - digit presenta
tion of 1.999 mA , 19.99 mA , 199.9 mA , and 1999 mA full scale .
Accuracy is + 0.5% of reading # 1 count . Input is fuse pro
tected . Input impedance is 0.2 V / full scale current .

Resistance Range - to 2 megohms in five ranges . 312 - digital
presentation of 199.912, 1999 12 , 19.99 k22 , 199.9 ks2 , and 1999
k2 full scale . Accuracy is + 0.5% of reading # 1 count . Input
is fuse protected .

Temperature Measurement Range--55 ° C to + 150 ° C in one
range . 312 - digit presentation to + 150 ° C . Accuracy is + 1 ° C
from -55 ° C to + 125 ° C (derated above +125 ° C) .

Polarity - Automatic indication .

Overrange Indication—When overrange occurs , the readout
goes into a "blinking " mode with the most significant digit dis
playing a 2 .

Maximum Common Mode Voltage - 1000 V min between two
terminals and ground.

Speed— 5 measurements per second .

Ambient Temperature-Performance characteristics are valid
over an ambient temperature range of + 15 ° C to +40 ° C .

INCLUDED STANDARD ACCESSORIES

One instruction manual (070-1096-00 ) ; one P6058 voltage /
temperature probe , 3.5 ft (010-0260-00 ) ,

7D13 DIGITAL MULTIMETER $560

7D13 DIGITAL MULTIMETER, without P6058 probe, Option 1 ... $495

The P6058 voltage / temperature probe can be ordered separately .

Order 010-0260-00 $65

The 7D14 Digital Counter has three modes of operation : Fre
quency-DC to 500 MHz , Ratio - to 10" , and Totalize- to
10% .

FREQUENCY RANGE
Channel A-DC to 500 MHz , 50-2 or 1 -M2 input , AC or DC
coupled. Sensitivity is 100 mV P - P (35 mV RMS) , 50-2 or 1 -M2
input . Upper bandwidth can be restricted to 5 MHz to filter
incoming high frequency noise .

Channel B— 10 Hz to 2 MHz . Sensitivity is 500 mV P-P into
10 k.12.

Internal_Up to 150 MHz when used in a 7704 mainframe . 0.5
CRT divisions of displayed signal is required .

FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Input - Channel A , to 500 MHz .

Measurement Interval- 1 ms to 10 s in five decade steps .
Accuracy- £0.5 P / M = 1 count , 0-50 ° C ambient temperature.
The REF FREQ / CH B input provides access for a 1 -MHz ex
ternal oscillator if greater stability is required .

FREQUENCY RATIO
Range-Channel A O to 500 MHz .

Channel B 10 Hz to 2 MHz .

TOTALIZE
Range- to 10 % .

Gating-Manual or with an electrical reset . Also an external
gate input which is compatible with the Sweep Gate from the
oscilloscope mainframe .

MONITORS
Monitor / Ext Gate-Provides crystal -based time markers with
the period determined by the measurement interval.
REF FREQ/ CH B Monitor - Provides a crystal -based 1 -MHz out
put signal . This jack functions as CH B input in the EXT IN
mode .

READOUT
Display- 8 digits with leading zero suppression , positioned
decimal , MHz and kHz .

Display Time- 0.1 to 5 s , also a preset position for infinite
display time .

INCLUDED STANDARD ACCESSORIES
One instruction manual (070-1097-00 )

7D14 DIGITAL COUNTER $ 1400

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton , Oregon
1
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GENERAL TERMS OF SALE

Tektronix offers many different terms of sale in order to meet varied

purchasing objectives and to assist in financial planning . A summary of

those terms is listed below . Contact your local Field Office for full infor

mation .

EXTENDED TERMS OF SALENET 30 DAYS

Tektronix standard terms of sale are NET 30 days , which is

to agree that payment will be deferred for thirty days following

shipment .

Extended terms of 60 to 120 days are available on the same

single payment basis as standard terms . Since the cost of ex

tended terms is not included in catalog prices , a service charge

is added to the product invoice .

LEASE AGREEMENT
CONDITIONAL SALES CONTRACT

ΑΙΙ new instruments , digital systems , computer terminals ,

cameras , Scope-Mobile® Carts and modifications thereof are

available under this program that provides monthly installment
payment terms while Tektronix products are in use . Under a

LEASE AGREEMENT , the customer pays for the USE of the

product for the term of agreement . It is not a month -to-month

rental ... it is a non -cancellable , fixed -term lease requiring

no advance payment whatsoever. The customer also has an

option to purchase the leased equipment .

This program provides monthly installment payment terms

while Tektronix products are in use . All instruments , digital

systems , cameras , Scope -Mobile® Carts and modifications

thereof are available . An advance payment equal to approxi

mately 10% of the purchase price of the equipment desired

is required for a CONDITIONAL SALES CONTRACT . Upon com

pletion of the term of agreement and prescribed payments , the

customer owns the equipment .

Tektronix , Inc.
MAILING ADDRESS :

An Oregon Corporation P.O. BOX 500, BEAVERTON, OREGON 97005

CORPORATE OFFICES AND PLANT LOCATED AT TEKTRONIX INDUSTRIAL PARK, 14150 S.W. KARL BRAUN DRIVE, BEAVERTON , OREGON

Telephone : (503 ) 644-0161 TWX : 503-291-6805 Telex : 36-691 Cable : TEKTRONIX

Information in this publication supersedes all previously published material . Specification and price change privileges reserved .

TEKTRONIX , SCOPE-MOBILE are registered trademarks of Tektronix , Inc.

Printed in U.S.A.
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OSCILLOSCOPES
7000 SERIES

7514

Storage Oscilloscope

• BISTABLE SPLIT -SCREEN STORAGE

AND CONVENTIONAL DISPLAYS
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• FOUR -PLUG -IN FLEXIBILITY

7850

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL MODE SWITCHING

CHARACTERISTIC SUMMARY

VERTICAL

Bandwidth-DC to 90 MHz , depending on plug - in unit .

Delay Line-Permits viewing leading edge of displayed
waveform .

The 7514 is a split-screen storage oscilloscope designed to ac

cept all seventeen 7000 -Series plug - in units . The 7514 features

a large 8 x 10 cm CRT , compact solid -state circuitry, excellent
conventional performance together with bistable storage capabili
ties . Extremely high writing speeds are achieved , both in the
store and non-store modes , by operating the CRT at 18 - kV ac
celerating potential . A unique write - thru feature allows non
store displays in the presence of stored information . An auto
focus circuit maintains correct focusing with changes in intensity .
The ability to use four plug - ins at one time provides a measure
ment capability previously not available in storage oscilloscopes .
Now it is possible to make sampling and real -time , wideband
and high gain or X-Y and Y-T measurements simultaneously .

HORIZONTAL

Horizontal deflection characteristics are extremely flexible
through the use of versatile 7000-Series Amplifier , Digital
and Time-Base Units .

STORAGE CRT

Display Area— 8 x 10 cm .

Accelerating Voltage— 18- kV .

Split-Screen Storage - Store on either upper or lower half
of screen with non - storage on other half ; store on entire
screen ; or non-store on entire screen .

Storage View Time- 1 hour or less .

Erase Time- 1s or less .

Writing Speed - At least 1 cm /us (enhanced ) .

Phosphor - P1 standard .

With the split-screen storage feature , either half of the 8 x 10 cm

display can be independently controlled , allowing stored or con
ventional displays on either the upper or lower half . Through
front panel controls this system can be directed to automatically
erase either or both halves after a predetermined viewing time .
Viewing time can be varied from 0.5 s to 5 s in the auto - erase
mode . The write -thru mode allows conventional displays over
the entire CRT while retaining displays stored on the upper ,
Tower , or full CRT .

Auto scale - factor readout labels the CRT with deflection factors
and sweep speeds , invert and uncalibrated symbols , and identi
fies the trace and its data . The readout is automatically cor
rected when magnified sweeps and 10X probes are used .

3



7514

Storage Oscilloscope
OSCILLOSCOPES

7000 SERIES

CHARACTERISTICS

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL MODE SWITCHING

By electronically switching between vertical and horizontal plug

ins , the 7000 -Series four plug - in mainframe provides measure
ment options which are not available in any other single beam

oscilloscope . In the past , a second or third vertical plug - in was

not always usable in combination with another plug - in in a single
beam oscilloscope . Now , different kinds of plug - ins may be used

simultaneously in a single mainframe . To realize the maximum

benefits from this new option , the user needs electronic plug - in

switching at his disposal ; the mainframe is the logical place for
this switching to be done . Vertical and horizontal switching in

the 7000-Series mainframes provide 20 possible combinations

of operating modes in the four plug - in oscilloscopes . A wide

selection of multi -trace options is provided even in applica

tions where performance parameters vary considerably . Thus ,

the user can select the two vertical plug - ins most appropriate
for his measurement , and still have multi -trace performance .

A second important benefit of vertical and horizontal mode

switching in the mainframe is the simulation of dual -beam

capabilities . Many users have found themselves faced with hav

ing to purchase a true dual -beam oscilloscope for applications

where horizontal chopping or alternating between two time bases
would have solved the measurement problem . The 7000-Series

horizontal mode switching provides this capability . It is another

of the many new features which have been included in the main

frame to make the system as nearly complete as possible to
reduce the customer's total instrument cost .

DISPLAY MODES

А ALT CHOP B
LEFT ALT ADD CHOP RIGHT

VERTICAL MODE HORIZONTAL MODE

Electronic switching in either ALTERNATE or CHOP MODES
time - share the CRT beam between channels . The two left-side

plug - in channels are labeled LEFT vertical and RIGHT vertical.

The MODE is push -button selected as LEFT only , ALT , ADD ,
CHOP , RIGHT only . Any pair of 7000 -Series plug - ins can operate
as a vertical combination . Bandwidth , sensitivity , and signal input

characteristics are plug - in dependent , as outlined in the System
Specification chart.

The two right-side plug - in channels are labeled A ( left ) and B

( right ) . The horizontal MODE is push -button selected as A only ,

ALT , CHOP , B only . Any pair of 7000-Series plug - ins will operate
as a horizontal combination . The ALT vertical and ALT or CHOP

horizontal MODE combination is a " slaved" operation . RIGHT
vertical information will be displayed only by A sweep ; LEFT

vertical information by B sweep .. The result , effectively , is a

" dual-beam " type of display as it relates to independent control
of deflection factors , position and intensity .

The chart briefly shows 20 possible combinations of vertical and horizontal operating MODES .

VERT MODE HORIZ MODE DISPLAY

A , B Single - trace

LEFT
ALT , CHOP (A ) independent dual time base

( B ) simultaneous DELAYING and DELAYED-S ep display

A , B Dual -trace

ALT
ALT , CHOP

(A ) independent " dual-beam " display
( B ) X - Y , X-Y display (CHOP ONLY)
( C) X-Y , Y-T display
( D ) " dual-trace " delaying- sweep display

Algebraic addition of vertical channels with :
(A ) single -trace
( B ) dual time base
( C) " dual-trace " delaying -sweep display

ADD
A , ALT , CHOP , B

A , B Dual -trace
CHOP

ALT , CHOP " dual-trace " delaying -sweep display

RIGHT
A , B

ALT , CHOP
Same display capability as with the LEFT above

Vertical Chop Mode - 1 -MHz repetition rate within 20% .

Horizontal Chop Mode— 200 -kHz repetition rate within 20% .

Vertical Trace Separation — The B trace can be positioned at

least 4 div ; 4 div to 6 div down from the A trace .
X - Y Mode - Phase shift is within 2º from DC 35 kHz between

horizontal and vertical channels . Bandwidth is DC to 5 MHz

without phase correction .

4



OSCILLOSCOPES

7000 SERIES

7514

Storage Oscilloscope

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

PLUG - IN
UNIT

BW RISETIMEMINIMUM PROBE
PERFORMANCE FEATURES DEFLECTION

FACTOR
EXT CAL
to 50 ° C

ACCURACY
INT CAL

15 to 35 ° C

SIG OUT
BWINT CAL

to 50 ° C

HORIZONTAL SYSTEM
BW WITHOUT PHASE
COMPENSATION

7A11 Low- capacitance FET Probe
Amplifier 5 mV/ div Integral 90 MHZ 3.9 ns 2% 3% 4 % 60 MHz 5 MHz

None 75 MHz 4.7 ns 2% 3% 4% 55 MHz 5 MHz7A12 Dual - channel Amplifier 5 mV/div
P6053 75 MHz 4.7 ns 3 % 4% 5% 55 MHz 5 MHz

None 75 MHz 4.7 ns 1.5% 2.5% 3.5 % 55 MHZ 5 MHz7A13 Differential , DC Offset , High
Freq CMRR Amplifier 1 mV/div

P6053 75 MHz 4.7 ns 1.5% 2.5% 3.5% 55 MHz 5 MHz

P6021 45 MHz 7.8 ns 2% 3 % 4% 40 MHz 5 MHz7A14 AC Current Probe Amplifier 1 mA/div
P6022 75 MHz 4.7 ns 2 % 3% 4% 50 MHz 5 MHz

None 60 MHz 5.9 ns 2% 3% 4 % 50 MHz 5 MHz7A15 Low -cost Conventional Input
Amplifier 5 mV/div

P6053 60 MHz 5.9 ns 3% 4% 5% 50 MHz 5 MHz

None 90 MHZ 3.9 ns 2 % 3% 4% 60 MHz 5 MHz
7A16 Wide - bandwidth Convention

al Input Amplifier 5 mV/div
P6053 90 MHZ 3.9 ns 3% 4% 5 % 60 MHz 5 MHz

7A22 DC -Coupled , High Gain Dif
ferential Amplifier 10 uV / div

None
or any

1.0 MHZ 350 ns 2% 3% 4% 1.0 MHZ 1 MHz

System Environmental Specification

Temperature range ° C to +50 ° C , operating.
Altitude-operating to 15,000 feet ; non -operating to 50,000
feet .

SAMPLING UNITS

The 7511 SAMPLING UNIT , 7T11 SAMPLING TIME BASE , and
7M11 DELAY LINE are the building blocks for utilizing the Sam
pling technique with the 7000-Series mainframes . The 7S11 ac

cepts plug - in sampling heads , five are available offering band
widths up to 14 GHz . The 7T11 features 10 ps / div to 5 ms / div
calibrated sweep rates and random or sequential operations . The
7M11 is a dual 75 - ns delay line and pretrigger source necessary
for viewing the triggering event in the sequential sampling mode
of operation . See your 1970 Catalog for complete specifications .

TRIGGERING

Triggering is improved by the New Peak-to - Peak Auto triggering

mode and expanded internal trigger selection from vertical plug
ins and the mainframe . The New Peak-to - Peak Auto Mode pro

vides stable , hands-off triggering for many applications . Even an

inexperienced oscilloscope user will find triggering to be as
simple as pressing three push - button controls : INT , AC and P- P
AUTO . With P- P Auto triggering , a bright baseline is provided

at all sweep speeds in the absence of a signal . When a signal

of 0.5 div or greater is present , a triggered sweep is obtained

throughout the 360 ° range of the Level / Slope control .

There will be times , of course , when the measurement will re

quire different triggering modes . In anticipation of these require
ments , the New 7514 is designed with a wide range of main

frame and plug - in trigger selection options .

INTERNAL TRIGGER SELECTION

TRIGGER
A

TRIGGER
SOURCE B

VERT MODE VERT MODE

DIGITAL PLUG- INS

The NEW 7D13 DIGITAL MULTIMETER measures DC voltage ,
current , resistance , and temperature . Measurements up to
500 MHz can be made with the NEW 7D14 DIGITAL COUNTER .
Alphanumeric readout for both units is displayed on the oscillo
scope CRT, provided that a standard 7000-Series mainframe is
ordered ( Option 1 is not specified ) .

LEFT
VERT

LEFT
VERT

RIGHT
VERT

RIGHT
VERT

TIME-BASE PLUG-INS

There are five time-base units available which are all compatible
with the 7514 Oscilloscope . The differences between them are
the maximum sweep speed and the triggering frequency range .
The 7B50 and 7B51 are designed for use with the 7514 .

TIME-BASE FUNCTION MAX SWEEP RATE TRIGGERING
FREQ RANGE

The trigger signal to the time base is selected by lighted push
button switches for LEFT , RIGHT , or VERT MODE . The vertical
signal from both LEFT and RIGHT plug - ins is coupled through
the trigger logic circuitry and made available to the time -base

units for triggering purposes , and to a SIGNAL OUT jack for
external use . The VERT MODE eliminates the need to continually

select the trigger source . Activating the VERT MODE trigger
switch slaves the trigger signal source to the displayed signal
in the LEFT VERT , RIGHT VERT and ALT position of the VERTI
CAL MODE display switch . In the ADD or CHOP positions of the
VERTICAL MODE display switch , the internal trigger signal is
the algebraic sum of the signals applied to the vertical plug - ins .
This prevents the time base from triggering on the chopped
signal . All trigger source controls are color -keyed for ease of
operational understanding .

7B71

7B70 2 ns / div DC - 200 MHz

7B51

Delaying Sweep
Delayed Sweep &
Ext Amplifier
Delaying Sweep
Delayed Sweep &
Ext Amplifier
Delayed & Mixed
Sweeps

5 ns / div DC - 100 MHz7B50

7B52 5 ns/div DC - 100 MHz

5



7514

Storage Oscilloscope
OSCILLOSCOPES

7000 SERIES

STORAGE CRT AND DISPLAY FEATURES

AUTO SCALE-FACTOR READOUT

Reads out scale -factors associated with horizontal and vertical

plug - ins . The readout sequence is from left to right in the same

order as the plug - in channels : LEFT , RIGHT , A , and B. If a single

channel plug - in is used , the readout appears at the top of the

CRT ; the second channel of a dual -channel unit would appear in

a corresponding position at the bottom of the CRT . A trace

IDENTIFY push button on each amplifier unit deflects the ap

propriate trace and identifies the correct readout . Scale -factors

of inverted and uncalibrated displays are prefixed by invert ( V )
and uncalibrate ( > ) symbols .

Auto Erase Mode— Viewing time continuously variable up to 5 s .

In the PERIODIC Mode , there is a continuous sequence of stor

ing , viewing time , and erasure . This sequence occurs regard

less of whether or not a signal is present and is independent

of the sweep . In the AFTER SWEEP Mode— which is used in con

junction with the SINGLE SWEEP— the sequence begins with the

arrival of the signal . The signal initiates a sweep by triggering

the Single Sweep circuitry . Viewing time begins as the sweep
ends . At the end of the viewing time , erasure automatically re

sets the SINGLE SWEEP , readying it for the next signal . This

cycle will automatically repeat itself as long as a signal is avail

able . A SAVE mode disables automatic erasure . The stored

display may be erased by the MANUAL control .

STORAGE CRT 7514 STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE
STORE MODE ERASE

WRITE
THRU SAVE

The CRT is a split-screen , bistable , storage device operated at

18 - kV accelerating potential . Phosphor type is P1 . Tektronix
bistable storage offers stored trace brightness independent of

viewing time or writing speed . STORE ENHANCE AUTO MANUAL

DISPLAY AREA

ONTEGRATE

8 10 cm split-screen storage area with independent or common

control . The graticule is internal with variable illumination . A

beam finder compresses the display within the graticule area

when depressed .

AFTER
SWEEP
PERIODIC
VIEW TIMELEVEL LEVEL OUTPUTS

+ SAWTOOTH

MAXMIN
RAVE

CALIBRATOR
INTO 500

+ GATE

GATE ; 2 0.4VWom

REMOTE CONTROL OPERATION

SPLIT-SCREEN STORAGE

Store on either upper or lower half of screen with conventional

display on other half . Store on entire screen or non -store on

entire screen . Independent operation of both halves .

Writing Speed - Normal writing speed is at least 60 cm / ms . Ad

justable to at least 1 cm /us in Enhanced Mode .

Storage View Time- 1 hour or less .

View Time Range - 0.5 s or less to at least 5 s .

Erase Time- 1 s or less .

Enhance Mode-Controls single sweep writing capabilities of
the storage CRT . Through adjustment of ENHANCE LEVEL con

trol , single - trace spot velocities up to 1 cm /us or better can be
stored with minimal loss of resolution and contrast.

Write-Thru Mode — Allows conventional displays while still hold
ing a previously stored display . One control for both halves of
the CRT .

Integrate Mode— Provides additional writing speed for repetitive
signals by allowing the storage target to integrate the written in

formation over several signal repetitions .

The 7514 has remote - control operation capabilities using con

tact closure . A 9 - pin connector , located on the rear panel , sup

plies one ground , two outputs and four inputs ( plus two spares )

that allow the following functions :

1. Remote resetting of A and B sweeps for single -sweep opera
tion .

2. Remote erase of upper screen .

3. Remote erase of lower screen .

4. Remote switching from store mode to write -thru mode .

5. Output voltage to light bulb indicating A sweep is reset .

6. Output voltage to light bulb indicating B sweep is reset .

100 - V Ins 100V 5ns 1000V 515

Upper trace is stored , lower trace is a brighter
write - thru display .

10 kHz pulses having 1 - ns risetime stored after be
ing integrated for 5 s .

Conventional display of 10 - kHz , 1 - ns rise time
pulses . Bright trace is made possible by operat
ing the CRT at 18 kV .

6



OSCILLOSCOPES
7000 SERIES

7514

Storage Oscilloscope

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

CALIBRATOR
wire is directly connected to the instrument frame , and is in

tended to ground the instrument to protect operating personnel,

as recommended by national and international safety codes .

Line Voltage Ranges— 90 VAC to 136 VAC , 180 VAC to 272 VAC .

Line Frequency- 48 Hz to 440 Hz .

Max Power Consumption- 225 Watts , 3.3 A at 115 V line , 60 Hz .

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

Output Waveshape-Rectangular , positive-going from ground .

Voltage Ranges— 4 mV , 40 mV , 0.4 V , 4 V , 40 V into an open cir

cuit ; 2 mV , 20 mV , 0.2 V , 0.4 V into 50 2 .

Current Output (Loop) — 40 mA DC or 40 mA signal , waveshape
determined by RATE SWITCH .

Amplitude Accuracy — Within 1 % (+ 15 ° C to +35 ° C ) ; within 2%
( C to +50 ° C ) for both voltage and current .

Sources— DC ; 1 kHz accurate within 0.5% , duty cycle is 50% ,

accurate within 0.1 % ; GATE = 2 frequency determined by every
other GATE pulse .

Risetime and Falltime - 0.25 us or less for all ranges except
+40 V which is 2 us or less with 10-pF load .

Height
Width

Length

Net weight

Domestic shipping weight
Export -packed weight

13.5 in

12.0 in
23.3 in

43 lb

64 lb
276 lb

34.2 cm
30.5 cm

59.0 cm

19.5 kg

228.1 kg
34.5 kg

EXTERNAL Z-AXIS INPUTS

INCLUDED STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Two instruction manuals (070-1030-00 ) ; BNC- post jack (012-0092
00 ) ; two 18 - inch patch cords BNC-BNC (012-0087-00 ) ; 9 - pin con

nector , male insert ( 134-0049-00 ) ; 3 -to - 2 wire adapter ( 103-0013

00 ) .

7514 OSCILLOSCOPE , without plug- in units $ 3200

High Sensitivity Input - Minimum pulse width to blank trace is

40 ns at 2 V ; 2 V P- P for full intensity range from DC to 2 MHz ,

intensity range diminishes at 10 MHz to an equivalent 0.4 V P- P

input . A positive signal blanks the trace , input R is 500 2 within

10% . Maximum input voltage is 15 V ( DC + Peak AC) and P- P
AC .

High Speed Input - Minimum pulse width to blank trace is 5 ns

at 60 V ; 60 V P- P for full intensity range from DC to 75 MHz . A
positive signal blanks the trace , input R is 18 k22 within 15% .

Maximum input voltage is 60 V (DC + Peak AC) and P- P AC .

INSTRUMENT OPTIONS

OPTION 1

OUTPUTS

Readout Modification

The 7514 may be ordered without AUTO SCALE-FACTOR READ

OUT by specifying “ Option 1 " . This deletes the character gen
erator circuitry contained on a single plug -on printed circuit

card . The feature may be easily added at any time by ordering
the conversion kit .

7514 OSCILLOSCOPE, without readout , Option 1 $ 2800

READOUT CONVERSION KIT (040-0533-00) $ 400

OPTION 2

+Sawtooth-Sawtooth starts 1 V or less from ground ( into 1 M.2 ).

Internally selectable from A or B horizontal . Output voltage is

50 mV / div ( + 15% ) into 50 2 , 1 V / div ( + 10% ) into 1 M22 . Output
R is 950 12 within 2% .

+Gate-Positive-going rectangular waveform derived from A , B ,

or DELAYED gate , internally selectable . Output voltage is 0.5 V
( + 10% ) into 502 , 10 V ( + 10% ) into 1 M22 . Risetime is 20 ns

or less into 50 2 , output R is 950 12 within 2% .

Sig Out - Selected by B TRIGGER SOURCE switch . Output volt

age is 25 mV / div ( = 10% ) into 50 2 , 0.5 V / div ( + 10% ) into 1 MS .
The bandwidth depends upon vertical plug - in . See Systems

Specifications Chart . Output R is 950 2 within 2% .

Camera Power - Three -prong connector to the left of the CRT

provides power , ground , and remote single sweep reset access
for the C-50 and C-51 Cameras .

Probe Power-Two rear-panel connectors provide correct operat
ing voltages for two P6051 FET Probes.

X-Y Horizontal Compensation

A compensation network may be added to equalize the signal de
lay between the vertical and horizontal amplifiers . When in

cluded , the phase shift between vertical and horizontal channels
is adjustable to less than 2 ° from DC to 2 MHz . The option may

be included at the time of purchase , or added later with the field
conversion kit .

X -Y HORIZONTAL COMPENSATION , Option 2 Add $75

X - Y CONVERSION KIT (040-0528-00) $75

OPTION 3

PHOTOGRAPHIC WRITING SPEED

Measured in the non -store mode , without film fogging .

Electromagnetic Interference ( EMI ) Modification

The 7514 may be ordered to meet the interference specifications
of MIL - 1-6181D over the following frequency ranges : Radiated
from the instrument under test — 150 kHz to 1 GHz ; conducted

through the power cord — 150 kHz to 25 MHz . A field conver
sion kit is available to convert an instrument whenever necessary .

EMI MODIFICATION , Option 3 Add $ 75

EMI CONVERSION KIT (040-0527-00 ) $ 100

WRITING SPEED CAMERA LENS FILM

450 cm / us C - 51 f / 1.2
1 : 0.5

10,000 ASA
300 cm / us C - 27 f / 1.3

1 : 0.5

EMI modified instruments include the standard accessories plus
the following : mask (426-0514-00 ) ; light filter (378-0625-00 ) .

POWER REQUIREMENTS

Power Connection — The 7514 is designed for operation from a
power source with its neutral at or near ground (earth ) potential .
It is not intended for operation from two phases of a multi - phase

system , or across the legs of a single -phase , three -wire system .
It is provided with a three -wire power cord with a three -terminal

polarized plug for connection to the power source . The third

Blank Plug - In Panel

When operating the 7000-Series instruments with less than the
full complement of plug - ins , the blank plug - in panel may be
used to cover unused channels .

7000 -SERIES BLANK PLUG - IN PANEL (016-0155-00) $ 6
U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton , Oregon
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R7704

150 -MHz Oscilloscope

OSCILLOSCOPES
7000 SERIES

R7704 OSCILLOSCOPE A TRIGGER SOURCE
SO TRAS B TRUOCER SOURCE

WAT VOOR
CARRATOR

sy
Sony
4x2
AND

28 %3.87 % * A3 CHOP MIGHT 25**H63MYYERTICAL MODE VERYHORIZONTAL MODE

120 1883VEN
TRIGGERINGSIS 888829

THIOCERING348903ANPOSITION YSTYU LALOPRVOLTS / DIV

11 R $ 85 NOWIDTH2BARROS SAMO rosACwy MKONEEN PORATION#38 MAONIERERND STS
KANTIN OIV OR OLY TIME VACARATEMEDIYSWOOS

1990 ,VOLTSON 多 的 女 ORAYMOPOLARITY33 . STORENUN *WONG 8838 ANA
RUS

DEXRADAR* INTENSITY
RANDWSFUR YAINTENSITY ASREADGUT GRATUUR SEX 18 CM x 85CASPOWERALLY 7AM AMPLIFIER 7A18 ANASHER

SININEN FOKUS NIENMATON TIME BASELESE VERT
*

DELAYING TIME BASE7871 7870
ANOSZ OUVING TIMES

ASTEAR41838 D.
SERVER ORCONIA RIGHT VERY

& NON

Height
Width
Length
Net Weight

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

7.0 in 17.8 cm
19.0 in 48.2 cm
22.4 in 56.9 cm
40.0 lb 17.7 kg

The R7704 is a rackmount configuration of the Tektronix 7704
150 -MHz Oscilloscope. It is designed to fit a 19 -inch by 7 -inch
rack opening in a standard 24- inch deep rack . The R7704 has
the same four- plug - in versatility and performance features as
the 7704. With automatic focusing , the screwdriver focus con
trol need only be adjusted once, and a new auto -focus circuit
takes over to correct for intensity changes. Single -shot read
out allows a single event to be photographed complete with
readout , during one camera shutter opening . The R7704 is also
fan - cooled .

The + SAWTOOTH , + GATE and SIG OUT signals are avail
able at rear- panel output connectors . PROBE POWER jacks
are located on both the front and rear panels . The CALIBRA
TOR provides 40 mV, 0.4 V and 4 V 1 - kHz squarewaves into a
high impedance ; 20 mV , 0.2 V and 0.4 V into 50 2. Access to
the calibrator signals is through three pin jacks . 4 mV and 40 V
can be internally patched to a selected pin jack .

INCLUDED STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Two instruction manuals (070-1088-00 ); BNC -post jack_ (012
0092-00 ) ; 42- inch patch cord BNC-BNC (012-0057-01 ); Pin -to
BNC patch cord ( 175-1178-00 ) ; 9 - pin connector , male insert
( 134-0049-00 ) ; 3 -to - 2 wire adapter ( 103-0013-00 ) ; current loop
(012-0259-00 ) .

R7704 OSCILLOSCOPE $2600

R7704 OSCILLOSCOPE Without Readout , Option 1 $2200

R7704 MOD 101K (For 360-440 Hz, 50-60 Hz line) $2650

R7704 MOD 101K Without Readout, Option 1 $2250

READOUT CONVERSION KIT (040-0533-00) $ 400

POWER REQUIREMENTS

Line Voltage Ranges— 90 VAC to 136 VAC , 180 VAC to 272
VAC

INSTRUMENT OPTIONS 2 and 3

Options 2 and 3 are the same as for the 7704. The EMI CON
VERSION KIT number changes to 040-0562-00 .Line Frequency-48 Hz to 66 Hz

Max Power Consumption-225 Watts , 2.8 A at 115 V line , 60 Hz U.S. Sales Price FOB Beaverton , Oregon

7000-SERIES PHOTOGRAPHIC WRITING SPEED

WRITING SPEED
MAINFRAME P31 P11 CAMERA LENS

3300 cm /us 7000 cm /us C -51 f / 1.2 1 :0.5
7704

5500 cm / us C-27 f/ 1.3 1 : 0.5

C-51 f / 1.2 1 :0.5
7504

2200 cm /us

2250 cm/us

1500 cm/us

2250 cm/us

C-27 f / 1.3 1 : 0.5

3500 cm / us

2800 cm/us

3500 cm /us

2800 cm /us

C -51 f/1.2 1 :0.5
7503

1500 cm /us C-27 f/ 1.3 1 :0.5

P1

7514 C-51 f / 1.2 1 :0.5450 cm /us

300 cm / us C-27 f/ 1.3 1 : 0.5

Measured using Polaroid * Type 410 film without film fogging . * Registered Trademark Polaroid Corporation
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OSCILLOSCOPES

7000 SERIES

7A15

Single-Trace Amplifier

• DC -to -75 MHz BANDWIDTH

• 5 mV/DIV to 5 V/DIV

CALIBRATED DEFLECTION FACTORS POSITION POLARITY
+ UP

INVERT

VAR BAL GAIN
The 7A15 is a wideband plug - in amplifier for the 7000 -Series
mainframes . It features constant bandwidth over all the deflec

tion factor settings . The two vertical mainframe channels allow
the 7A15 to be used alone , or with another vertical unit for dual

trace operation . Polarity of the display is selectable . The 7A15
can also be used in the horizontal channels for X-Y operation .

VARIABLE (CAL IN
VOLTS /DIV

.2 .12
5 50mV

20

10 )
5

INPUT
CHARACTERISTICS

Bandwidth AC

MAINFRAME RISETIMEBANDWIDTH
-3 dB

1MQ
20pf GND

7704 DC4.7 ns75 MHz
TEKTRONIX

7500 Series 60 MHz 5.9 ns AMPLIFIER
7A15

AC Coupled , 2 Hz or less ( lower — 3 dB point) .

Deflection Factor— 5 mV / div to 5 V / div in 10 calibrated steps

( 1-2-5 sequence ) . Accuracy is within 2% with GAIN adjusted at
10 mV/ div . Uncalibrated VARIABLE is continuous between steps .

Input R and C- 1 MS within 2% ; 20 pF within 1.5 pF .

Max Input Voltage- 500 V (DC + Peak AC ) . AC Component
500 V P- P maximum , 1 kHz or less .

INCLUDED STANDARD ACCESSORIES
Max Input Gate Current - 0.5 nA or less at ° C to +35 ° C ; 2 nA

or less at +35 ° C to +50 ° C . Two instruction manuals (070-1044-00 ) .

7A15 AMPLIFIER $ 250

PROBES

DC Stability - Drift with Time (constant ambient temperature and

line voltage ) : Short Term ; 250 uV / min P- P or 0.05 div , whichever

is greater , 1 hour after . turn -on . Long Term ; 250 uV / hr P- P or
0.05 div , whichever is greater , 1 hour after turn -on . Drift with

Ambient Temperature ( constant line voltage ) is 100 ưV / ° C or less .

Ambient Temperature-Performance characteristics are valid

over an ambient temperature range of ° C to +50 ° C (except as
noted ) .

Probes are not supplied with the 7A15 and are ordered separate

ly to fit the application .

The P6053 ( 10% ) probe is recommended for use with the 7A15 for

frequency response and Auto Scale - Factor Readout compatibility .
Other Tektronix probes may be used , but may not be directly
compatible (consult your Tektronix Field Engineer or Representa

tive ) .

Weights
Net weight

Domestic shipping weight
Export- packed weight

2 lb

z 8 lb

12 1/2 lb

0.9 kg
23.6 kg

25.6 kg U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton , Oregon
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3A10

Transducer Amplifier
OSCILLOSCOPES

560 SERIES

DC to 1 MHz BANDWIDTH

• 10 V / DIV to 10 V/DIV
CALIBRATED DEFLECTION FACTORS

100,000: 1 COMMON-MODE REJECTION RATIO

DC VOLTAGE SUPPLY FOR TRANSDUCERS

SELECTABLE UPPER AND LOWER -3 dB POINTS

TYPE 3A10 TRANSDUCERAMPLIFIERSTRAIN GAGE
TRANSDUCER--SUPPLY 11011 VDC

AMPLGAINVOLTS ( 1M2
VOLTS /DIVCAL

OFFSET RANGECFARLATIO
- 52010tv50 2 IV

11 myCAO 2 5
5

NORM TRDCRGAIN
INPUT

20INV MOV
PN 331 0269-12

THOCR{ 78 M ) UPPER
10 30

STEPATTENDC BAL
UNCAL OROVERDRIVE VOLTS( 1M01 kHz

3
MHAA POSITION+ INPUT

The Type 3A10 is a DC -coupled , differential amplifier special
ly adapted for transducer inputs, for use in 560 -Series Oscillo
scopes .

As a differential amplifier, the Type 3A10 is similiar to the

Type 3A9, and can be used with standard voltage probes . As
a transducer amplifier , its inputs are designed to allow use of
piezoelectric and other self - generating transducers, or strain

gage and other voltage -excited transducers, using the built - in
variable DC voltage supply .

Optional accessory packages are available to measure a
wide range of physical quantities, such as pressure, force , ac
celeration , vibration , displacement, strain , and temperature .

These packages include a snap - in attenuator scale plate to
permit direct reading of units being measured without com
putation .

The Type 3A10 is well suited for low-amplitude , low -fre
quency measurements .

AMPLIFIER
-3d8 FREQUENCYGND

LOWER
1047F 1DC OFFSET OR

TRANSDUCER BALCOARSE - FINEКн .
DC

AD DCINPUT
OFFSET

GND
SIGNAL OUT

1V / DIV47 DF
OC

TEKTRONIXBEAVEATON , OREGON U.S.A
SERIAL

8 1 15 mA MAX

CHARACTERISTICS

BANDWIDTH

DC Coupled : DC to 1 MHz -0, +30 % independent of de
flection factor setting .

AC Coupled : lower limit is 1.6 Hz , + 5 % in 1 MA input mode;
0.16 Hz , + 5% in 10 M.2 input mode .

FREQUENCY LIMITS -3 dB POINTS

UPPER— 1 MHz , 300 kHz , 100 kHz , 30 kHz , 10 kHz , 3 kHz ,
1 kHz , 300 Hz , 100 Hz , + 12 % .

LOWER — DC, 0.1 Hz , 1 Hz , 10 Hz, 100 Hz, 1 kHz , 10 kHz ,
+ 12 % . A DC offset position provides DC low frequency

response and turns on the DC offset control .

INPUT RC

1 megohm or 10 megohm paralleled by 47 pF.

DEFLECTION FACTOR

10 uV /div to 10 V /div in 19 calibrated steps , 1-2-5 sequence ,
accurate within 2 % 13 % , 20 mV / div to 10 V / div ) . Uncal
ibrated continuously variable between steps and to approxi
mately 25 V /div .

COMMON -MODE REJECTION RATIO

VA VERIFICATION POINTS

DISPLAYED NOISE

Less than 12 u V or 0.1 div , whichever is greater, measured

tangentially at full bandwidth ( 1 MHz ) , source resistance 25.2

or less . No more than 0.8 uV with UPPER —3 dB FREQUEN
CY Switch in 100 Hz position .

SIGNAL OUT

I V per displayed division , + 20 % . Dynamic range is at
least +5 V to -5 V. Maximum current is 15 mA . Bandwidth

is DC to at least 500 kHz . Output resistance is 50 22 or less .

STRAIN GAGE/TRANSDUCER POWER SUPPLY

Voltage range is – 1 V to -11 V , + 1 % . Current range is
O to at least 60 mA . Maximum (short circuit ) current is 90 mA .

For complete specification on DC Drift , Differential Dynamic

Range , DC Offset / Transducer Balance, Common -Mode Dynamic

Range , Maximum Input Voltage and Overdrive Recovery,

please see Type 3A9 description in your 1970 Tektronix Catalog .

WEIGHTS

Net weight 43/4 lb

Domestic shipping weight 28 lb 3.6 kg

Export- packed weight 212 lb 5.4 kg

INCLUDED STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Transducer Measurement concepts book (062-1246-00) ; two
instruction manuals (070-1062-00)

TYPE 3A10 TRANSDUCER AMPLIFIER $750

100,000 : 1

2.2 kg

10 V / div - 10 mV / div DC COUPLED
AC COUPLED

20,000 : 1

10,000 : 1

DC COUPLED
AC COUPLED 20 mV /div - 10 v /div

COMMON-

MODE

REJECTION

RATIO

1,000 : 1
B00 : 1

100 : 1
10 Hz 100 Hz I kHz 10 KM2 100 kHz

FREQUENCY U.S. Sales Price FOB Beaverton , Oregon
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3A10

Transducer Amplifier
OSCILLOSCOPES

560 SERIES

RECOMMENDED
ACCESSORIESTRANSDUCER PACKAGE CONTENTS DESCRIPTION

PRESSURE
015-0161-00

TRDCR : 3000 psig 119-0246-00 .
Scale : 1 to 1000 psi / DIV ; 0.1 to 100
( kgf / cm ^ ) / DIV 331-0269-01

Trdor element : Bonded
STRG 350 12 ; fn = 65 kHz .
Accuracy 2 %

20 ft cable
012-0209-00

PRESSURE
015-0162-00

TRDCR : 300 psig 119-0245-00 .
Scale : 0.1 to 100 psi / DIV ; 0.01 to 10
( kgf / cm^ ) / DIV 331-0269-02

Trder element : Bonded
STRG 350 12 ; fn = 24 kHz .
Accuracy 2 %

20 ft cable
012-0209-00

FORCE
015-0163-00

TRDCR : 3000 lbs f 119-0243-00 .
Load button : 214-1400-00 .
Eye bolt ( 2 ) : 214-1399-00 .
Scale : 1 to 1000 lbs f / DIV ; 0.5 to 500
kgf / DIV 331-0269-03

Trder element : Bonded
STRG 350 12
Accuracy 1 %

20 ft cable
012-0209-00

FORCE
015-0164-00

Trder element : Unbonded
STRG 350 12 .
Accuracy 2 %

TRDCR : 50 gram f ; 50 lbf 119-0250-00 .
Adapter : 119-0251-00 .
Scales : 0.01 to 20 lbs f / DIV ; 5 ( 10-3 ) to
10 kgf / DIV 331-0269-04 .
0.01 to 20 gram f / DIV ; 0.02 ( 10-3) to
40 ( 10-3 ) mm /DIV 331-0269-09

ACCELERATION
015-0165-00

TRDCR : 10,000 g 119-0244-00 .
Scale : 0.001 to 1000 g / DIV 331-0269-05

20 ft cable
012-0211-00

ACCELKRASTOR Trder 1.5 Hz to 15 kHz ; fn
30 kHz
Element : Piezoelectric .
Accuracy 5 %

SA
30

VERTICAL
VIBRATION
015-0166-00

20 ft cable
012-0136-00

TRDCR : +0.025 in .

Displacement Scale : 1 ( 104 to 10 ( 103)
inch / DIV ; 0.02 ( 103) to 0.2 mm / DIV
331-0269-06
Velocity Scale : 20 ( 10- ) to 20 ( in / sec ) /
DIV ; 0.5 ( 10-9 to 0.5 ( 10-3 ) m / s / DIV
331-0269-07

Trders : Inductive self gen 10
Hz to 1 kHz ; Damped fn
8 Hz .
Outputs 650 mV / in / s . and 10
mV / 0.001 in .
Accuracy 5 %

HORIZONTAL
VIBRATION
015-0167-00

NOW DISPLACEMENT
015-0168-00

20 ft cable
012-0209-00

TRDCR : +0.2 in
Feeler gage 0.040 in 003-0663-00 .
Scale : 10 (10-6 to 0.1 inch / DIV ; 0.2
( 10 %) to 2 mm / DIV 331-0269-08

Element : DC to DC LVDT DC
to 150 Hz .
Accuracy 2 % within +0.1
inch

STRAIN
015-0171-00

Strain Gages : 30,000 u strain Strain gageElement : Bonded STRG 120 12
Accuracy 1 % Adapter

015-0169-00
Cement kit
015-0172-00

TEMPERATURE
015-0173-00 Thermocouple :

+ 105 ° C Max 119-0253-00 PVC Ripcord Insulation ; # 30
Iron Const

+480 ° C Max 119-0252-00 Fiberglass Insulation ; # 30
Tron Const

+480 ° C Max with Magnet Mounting
119-0236-00

Fiberglass Insulation ; # 24
Tron Const

Accuracy 5 % from + 10 ° C toAdapter ( 2 ) 103-0033-00.
Scale : 0.5 to 500 ° F / DIV ; 0.2
200 ° C / DIV 331-0269-11

to max ° C

31

OG EPOX

CABLE ( 012-0136-00 ) $ 14 TRANSDUCER PACKAGE PRICE LIST
20 ft . low- noise coaxial cable with 015-0161-00 $ 225
BNC connectors on both ends . 015-0162-00 225
CABLE ( 012-0209-00 ) $ 25 015-0163-00 450
20 ft . low - noise six - conductor cable 015-0164-00 390

with 6 - pin connector on each end . 015-0165-00 225

CABLE ( 012-0210-00 ) $ 20 015-0166-00 95

20 ft. six - conductor cable with 6 - pin 015-0167-00 110
male connector on one end . 015-0168-00 200

CABLE ( 012-0211-00 ) $ 20 015-0171-00 15

20 ft . low - noise coaxial cable with 015-0173-00 30
miniature coaxial connector on
end and BNC connector on the other .
CONNECTOR ( 131-0618-00 ) . . $ 6
Mates Type 3A10 INPUT 6 - pin con
nector .

STRAIN GAGE ADAPTER ( 015
0169-00 ) $ 75 CEMENT KIT ( 015-0172-00 )
Provides means for connecting 1 , 2 , $ 20
or 4 arms of a Wheatstone Bridge to Provides means for mounting and con
the Type ЗA10 . Has variable shunt necting foil strain gages . Includes
resistor for gage factor calibration . The Room Temperature Curing Epoxy ce
adapter has four binding post ter- ment , RTV Clear Silicon Rubber coat
minals and a six - foot cable with 6- ing , Neoprene pads and metal plates ,
pin connector . Scale included is 5 to cementable Wiring terminals , and clear
50,000 u strain / DIV , 331-0269-10 . Mylar film .

one
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357/377

TDR System

OSCILLOSCOPES

560 SERIES

387 TDR SAMPLER 3T7 TDR SWEEPLOCATE TIME - DISTANCE
DC OFFSET

FINE TIME ***
289PRESETPCAL 20UNITS

mp POSITION AIR
POLY
PRESET

20

my

TIME - DISTANCE
TIME/DIV

FINE
( ZERO SETUNCA UNCALGAIN SALEUNITS /DIV X

AC X 1050 20 6100 20 50 SWEEP CAL HORIZ POS200 10 100RESOLUTION POLARITY 10500 B NORMAL + UP 200
MAGNIFIER

50
500

SCAN MODE200 DS VARIABLE OR EXT ATTENREPETITIVE MANUAL100 SINGLE EXTSWP

HIGH INVERT
ma

UNLOCK

TO
SERIAL TEKTRONIX

BEAVERTON , OREGON , USA
PULL
SERIAL

PULSE OUTDO NOT APPLY EXY SIGTEST LINE VERT SIGOUT PULSE IN
SWEEPOUT START IN

2volv10K2 SV /DIV BOKO
SAMPLINGRATE

IV /ON OXXQ350V MAX OC

20 * 500 + 250mV 110 500REVERSE TERMINATED+ IVTO - IVSV MAX DC TEKTRONIXBEAVERTON . OREGON , USA

3S7 PERFORMANCE

SYSTEM RISETIME

Less than or equal to 140 ps , using 20- inch coax cable (017

0515-00 ) from PULSE OUT of the 3T7 to PULSE IN of the 357,

and a short circuit termination (017-0087-00) on TEST LINE

connector .
• 140 -ps TDR SYSTEM RISETIME

RHO AND VOLTAGE CALIBRATION ABERRATIONS

10 % or less P - P within first 2.5 ns after pulse edge ; 4% or
less P- P thereafter .TIME POSITION LOCATE BUTTON

AUTOMATIC PULSE BIAS CIRCUIT

The 3S7 TDR Sampler and 3T7 TDR Sweep Units function to

gether as a simplified , low- cost , time domain reflectometery

system designed to operate in a Type 561 B or 564B Oscilloscope .

The 357 TDR Sampler is a single channel , loop-through unit

calibrated in V / div or p / div ( rho / div ) . The 3T7 TDR Sweep Unit

has concentric TIME / DIV and TIME - DISTANCE range controls ,
with time or distance measurements made from a direct- reading
tape scale.

A LOCATE push button provides a quick way to determine

which portion of the time position range is being displayed.

When the button is pressed , the entire range is displayed with
a brightened portion indicating which portion was displayed .

The tunnel diode pulse output has an amplitude of about
250 mV into 50 22. An automatic bias circuit stabilizes the TD
under all conditions of external loading and temperature .

Because of their simplified and specialized design , the 357

or 3T7 is not compatible with other plug - in units , nor are they
suitable for use as a general - purpose sampling system .

VERTICAL SCALE

Calibrated in p ( rho) and volts : 0.005 p /div to 0.5 p / div or

5 mV /div to 500 mV /div in 7 calibrated steps ( 1-2-5 sequence) ,

accurate within 3 % . Continuous uncalibrated variation be

tween steps .

INPUT CHARACTERISTICS

Nominal 50-12 feed -through signal channel (termination sup

plied ) . GR874 * connectors .

DC OFFSET RANGE

+ lp to -1p (or +1 V to – 1 V ) . Allows open -circuit reflec

tions to be displayed at full sensitivity . Actual DC offset

may be monitored through 10 k .

VERTICAL OUTPUT

1 V for each division of displayed signal through 10 kN .

3T7 PERFORMANCE

TIME/DISTANCE

Accuracy is 1 % of full scale . The direct-reading TIME-DIS

TANCE tape dial has three scales : TIME reads to 1 us; AIR

dielectric reads to 492 ft; POLY dielectric reads to

* Registered Trademark General Radio Company
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387/317
OSCILLOSCOPES

560 SERIES TDR System

ON CAL
OUTTOMA

TEKTRONIX INC . PORTLAND , OREGON , U S. A
VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL
357 TDR SAMPLER

LOCATE 3T7 TDR SWEEP
TIME - DISTANCE01

DC OFFSETNE 1UNITS
mp

PCAL TIMEPOSMON PRISER
PODYPROSE

UNCAK TIME - DISTANCE
TIME / DIV

PANEEZERO SETGAIN INCASUNITS /DIV
23 CU RIDE

1080 20
200

RESOLUTION POLARITY500 100 SWEEP CAL HORIZ POSNORMAL + UP 200 MAGNIFIER $ 00
нсон W INVERT 100 SCAN MODE2001PS VARIABLE OR EXTATTENREPETITIVE MANUAL

SINGLE EXTSWP
100

SERIAL TENTRONIXBEAVERTON OREGON . USA PULL TO UNLOCK
TEST LINE VERSEGBUY PULSE IN PULSE OUTDO NOT APPUY EXT SH SWEEPOUT START

HolyTOX
YA KO

SAMPLINGRATE
3/3 OKV MAX OC20500

3NAX C KONATE TEKTRONIXMAVATOR . OREGONS

1.3 kg

324 ft . Optional tape dial (see below) is calibrated in metric

units . The TIME- DISTANCE MULTIPLIER is concentric with
EQUIVALENT TIME / DIV Switch and provides positions of
XO.1 , X1 and X10 the tape dial reading .

EQUIVALENT TIME/DIV

100 ps to l us in thirteen calibrated steps , 1-2-5 sequence .
Accuracy is within 3 % , after arrival of incident edge of
pulse .

JITTER

20 ps or less with TIME-DISTANCE MULTIPLIER at X0.1 .
0.2 ns or less with TIME-DISTANCE MULTIPLIER at XI .

2 ns or less with TIME-DISTANCE MULTIPLIER at X10 .

WEIGHT 357

Net weight 23/4 lb

Domestic shipping weight 41/2 lb 2.1 kg

Export- packed weight 8/2 lb 3.9 kg

3S7 TDR SAMPLER $425

INCLUDED STANDARD ACCESSORIES

10- inch GR cable (017-0513-00) ; 20- inch GR cable (017-0515

00) ; 20- cm Air Line (017-0084-00) ; 50-12 termination (017
0081-00 ) ; short circuit termination (017-0087-00 ) ; two in
struction manuals (070-1092-00) ; TDR Measurement Concepts
Book (062-1244-00) .

WEIGHT 317

Net weight 1.6 kg

Domestic shipping weight 54 lb 2.4 kg

Export- packed weight 291/4 lb 4.2 kg

317 TDR SWEEP, tape dial in feet $ 575

317 TDR SWEEP MOD 950A , tape dial in meters $575

31/2 lb
DIELECTRIC

Calibrated for air (492 ft /us or 150 m / us) and poly (324

ft/ us or 98.8 m / us ) . PRESET position can be front- panel ad

justed from 324 ft / us to 492 ft / us or greater .

DISPLAY MODES

Repetitive or single sweep , manual or external scan .

HORIZONTAL OUTPUT

1 V for each division of displayed signal through . 10 k12.

PULSE SOURCE

Amplitude is 250 mV into 502, reverse terminated .

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Tape dial in meters (331-0273-00 )

Tape dial in feet (331-0276-00)

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton , Oregon

$8
$8
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144

NTSC TV Signal Generator
TELEVISION INSTRUMENTS
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COMPOSITE COLOR TEST PATTERN

EIA SYNC GENERATOR AND COLOR STANDARD

Conforms with EIA standard RS 170

NTSC ENCODED COLOR BARS

Conforms to EIA standard RS 189

Full -field or split - field bars

75 % and 100 % amplitude

10% , 71/2 % or % setup

MODULATED STAIRCASE

Conforms to IEEE standard IEEE 206

Variable APL , 10 % to 90 % -fixed APL ,
50 %

5 steps plus blanking level

Subcarrier phase locked to burst

The 144 NTSC Test Signal Generator is a compact, solid - state

source of high -quality color television test signals for 525 - line ,

60 -cycle field cable and broadcast TV systems . Combined in one

compact unit are the test signals needed to accurately test,

evaluate , and adjust CATV , laboratory and standard broadcast

color video equipment . Digital integrated circuits are exten

sively used to achieve stability , accuracy , and reliability .

When the front- panel PATTERN switch is set to SINGLE, the

144 provides: NTSC encoded color bars ( full - field or split- field ),

modulated staircase and convergence crosshatch . When the

PATTERN switch is set to MULTIPLE, the 144 produces a com

posite color test pattern designed for use in CATV systems (see

figure 1 ) . The pattern contains convergence , color bars , gray
scale , and an insert area for displaying two external video

inputs . The uses for this pattern are almost limitless . Locating the

gray scale above the color bars means that registry of the

chrominance luminance signals can be easily checked . Lumin
ance cross modulation also easily detected on TV screens by
comparing the brightness of the yellow color bar with the light

gray directly above it , with the chrominance control set to

lowest possible gain . The lower insert area does not normally

carry test signals . It is intended for message service : time and

temperature , local news or commerical messages , stock market
ticker tape displays , etc. The crosshatch lines and /or dots is

available for picture monitor linearity evaluation and conver
gence adjustment . Vertical interval test signals are provided by

the 144 in both positions of the PATTERN switch .

The 144 can be used as the master sync generator for local

program origination . The self - contained sync generator in

cludes a temperature controlled color standard with excellent

frequency stability . The 144 cannot be GEN - LOCKED by a

composite video signal , it can be locked to composite sync and
CW subcarrier .

The 144 is available in rackmount ( R144 ) and cabinet ( 144 )
styles .

CONVERGENCE CROSSHATCH

For picture monitor linearity evaluation in accord
with IEEE standard IEEE 202

For color picture monitor convergence adjustment

VERTICAL INTERV AL TEST SIGNALS

Staircase or color bars

Lines 15 through 21 , either or both fields

14



144

NTSC TV Signal Generator
TELEVISION INSTRUMENTS

. . . . .
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---- 100- - -12.5 %- .
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Fig 3 : Modulated staircase signal with subcarrier .Fig 1: Composite color test pattern . ( A ) luminance
portion of color bars ( B ) full color bars ( C ) display
area for two external video inputs .

Fig 2 : Composite color test pattern displayed on Type
529 Waveform Monitor . Pattern consists of : color
bars , luminance portion of color bars and crosshatch
( lines and dots ) .

-100 -100

80 80 80

60 m 60

40 40

20 26 20

transformation The

Fig 4 : Modulated staircase signal , subcarrier off . Fig 5 : Multiple exposure , modulated staircase signal
with subcarrier , variable APL , 10% , 50% and 90 % .

Fig 6 : Modulated staircase signal with variable APL ,
30 mV of subcarrier phased 90 ° to burst inserted on
the 4 out of 5 variable lines which are at 50 IRE .

100
% %

-100 -12.5 % -100 -12.5 % 80 10 %
8

80 80 60 6

60 60
40 2

40 40

***

2020 20 2
47.5 7.5 7.5

- 6

-20 -20 -8
-10 %-20

-100 % 49 -100 %
-40

Fig 7 : Modulated 900 subcarrier time - shared with the
unmodulated staircase signal . APL is variable from
to 100 IRE units ( shown above at 20 ) .

Fig 8 : Modulated 900 subcarrier time - shared with the
unmodulated staircase signal . APL is variable from
to 100 IRE units ( shown above at 70 ) .

Fig 9 : Triple exposure of modulated staircase viewed on
a Type 520 Vectorscope in the differential gain mode .
Top , 90% APL ; middle , 50% APL ; bottom , 10% APL .

Fig 10 : Double exposure . Left-Modulated staircase
viewed on a Type 520 Vectorscope , differential phase
mode , maximum resolution . Right — Same signal with the
calibrated phase control changed 1 ° .

Fig 11 : Double exposure . Differential phase of a typical
video amplifer . From O IRE nulled ( right ) to 100 IRE
nulled ( left ) , phase shift is -1.8 ° .

Fig 12 : Modulated staircase signal viewed on a Type
520 Vectorscope in the differential phase mode . Photo
indicates combined differential phase of both instruments .
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144

NTSC TV Signal Generator
TELEVISION INSTRUMENTS

the effects of subcarrier rectification upon luminance signals

at all APL's through the entire TV system . The constant 30 -mV

amplitude subcarrier signal is useful for eliminating unnecessary

portions of the display when making differential phase meas

urements .

NTSC COLOR BARS

NTSC color bars in descending luminance order in either

full field or split field are provided by the Type 144. The com

position of these signals is in accord with EIA color bar signal

specification RS 189. In addition to basic signal requirements,

these 100 % saturated color bars are provided in either 75 %

or 100 % amplitude with a choice of setup level . The white bar

amplitude , which precedes the yellow bar , may be selected

at 75 % or 100 % for 75% amplitude bars . The 100 % white

bar amplitude level permits a convenient check of relative

chrominance / luminance gain by comparing the peak ampli

tudes of the yellow , cyan and white bars. An additional re
finement to the full field color bar is a black reference bar fol

lowing the blue bar.

LUMINANCE COMPONENT — 5 step amplitude is 714 m V

within 1 % . Single step amplitude is 143 mV within 1 % . Step

risetime is 260 ns within 15 % and aberrations are within 2 % .

Step duration at blanking level and at white level is 13.2 us

within 5 % . Intermediate step durations are 6.6 us within 5 % .

CHROMINANCE COMPONENT - Amplitude is 143 mV P-P

within 3 % . Phase is ° .

DIFFERENTIAL PHASE-0.1 ° or less .

DIFFERENTIAL GAIN — 0.5 % or less .

SUBCARRIER ENVELOPE–Risetime is 260 ns within 15 % and

duration is 40 us within 5 % . Envelope delay from horizontal

sync is 16.1 us within 5% .

LUMINANCE AND CHROMINANCE COMPONENT

AMPLITUDE ACCURACIES

(Referenced at 25 ° C )—Amplitudes comply with the NTSC sig
nal requirements as defined by the FCC . Absolute ampli

tudes of luminance signal , setup and sync are within 1 % or
1.5 mV, whichever is greater . Absolute amplitudes of all

subcarrier frequency components ( chroma and burst ) are

within 3 % . Relative amplitudes of all subcarrier frequency

components ( chroma and burst) are within 1 % or 1.5 mV ,

whichever is greater .

BAR WIDTH — Full field bar width is 6.6 us. Split field bar width

50 % FIXED APL—Each active line carries the modulated stair

case signal . APL is 50 % per IEEE standard , IEEE 206 .

VARIABLE APL—Staircase signal is on every 5th line and the

same line each frame . The variable amplitude low-frequency

signal is on the remaining 4 out of 5 lines . APL range is

10% to 90% in 10 equal increments ( 11 levels) .is 7.5 us .

WHITE REFERENCE—75 % amplitude or 100 % amplitude .

CHROMINANCE ENVELOPE RISETIME AND FALLTIME—375

ns within 15% .

SETUP-10 % , 71/2 % and % available .

BLANKING TO PEAK WHITE AMPLITUDE—714 mV (inde

pendent of setup) .

LUMINANCE RISETIME AND FALLTIME—115 ns within 15 % .

VARIABLE APL LINES

Luminance Component - Adjustable in 10 equal increments

from O IRE to 100 IRE . O IRE position provides 10 % APL ,

50 IRE position provides 50% APL and 100 IRE position

provides 90 % APL .

Subcarrier Component - A three - position switch controls the

insertion of subcarrier on the low-frequency lines . Posi

tions are : subcarrier off ; unmodulated subcarrier ; and

modulated subcarrier . The unmodulated position provides

30 mV P - P (approx 5 IRE at 90 ° ) during active line time

of 52.3 us. The modulated subcarrier position provides

30 mV within 3% for approx 13 us , 305 mV within 3% for

approx 20 us (corresponding to 6-dB amplitude reduction

from the amplitude of chrominance on 75 % amplitude red

and cyan bars) and 610 mV within 3% for the last 20 us

of the active line time ( corresponding to the chrominance

amplitude of 75 % amplitude red and cyan bars phased

at 90 ° ) . Incidental phase errors between 30-mV , 305 -mV

and 610 -mV signals is 0.5 ° or less .

-I AND Q CHROMINANCE SIGNAL WIDTH—9.4 us on the

same lines as black and white references, amplitude of each
within 1 % of burst amplitude .

MODULATED STAIRCASE

The modulated staircase signal is provided with a choice

of variable APL from 10 % to 90 % ( to 100 IRE ) in ten equal

increments ( 11 levels ) , or a fixed APL of 50 % .

The staircase luminance component consists of five 20 -IRE

unit risers . The subcarrier component is phase locked to color
burst . The signal is in strict conformity with IEEE Standard ,
IEEE 206 and the definition of APL is rigorously obs ved . Ap

plications include measurements of differential gain and phase ,
dynamic gain , luminance signal linearity , luminance signal dis

tortion caused by chrominance signal non - linearity and burst

phase errors .

CONVERGENCE PATTERN

The convergence pattern signal is provided separate and

independent from the other test signals . It is useful for meas

uring picture monitor or camera scanning linearity , aspect ratio

and geometric distortion . It conforms to IEEE standard, IEEE 202 .

DISPLAYS AVAILABLE—Cross hatch ; vertical lines only ; hori

zontal lines only ; dots only ; and cross hatch plus dots (dots

appear centered in the rectangles formed by the cross - hatch

pattern ) .

A new signal capability provides a means to check luminance

signal distortion caused by rectification of the subcarrier sig

nal . When the variable APL mode is selected , an additional

component consisting of subcarrier , phased to lead burst by

90 ° , may be added to the low- frequency lines either as a con

stant 30 -mV amplitude signal or amplitude modulated to pro

duce 30 -mV, 305 -mV and 610-mV amplitudes . The modulated
amplitude subcarrier signal position is useful for determining

CONVERGENCE PATTERN SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS — The

P- P amplitude is 1 V within 5 % . Pulse amplitude is 714 mV

within 5 % . Sync amplitude is 286 mV within 5 % . Setup is
72 mV within 5 % .
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144

NTSC TV Signal Generator
TELEVISION INSTRUMENTS
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Fig 13 : Full field color bars, 75% amplitude , 75%
white reference, 7.5% setup .

Fig 14 : Full field color bars , 75% amplitude , 100 IRE
white reference, 7.5% setup.

Fig 15 : Vector display of VITS color bars from the
Type 140 .
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Fig 16 : Vector display. Split field color bars , 75%
amplitude , 100% white reference, 10% setup . Conforms
to EIA specification RS 189 .

Fig 17 : Double exposure ( left and right ) of the -I ,
W , Q and B bars with the I and Q depressed .

Fig 18 : Split field color bars per EIA specification
RS 189 .
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Line display of the convergence cross hatchFig 19: Convergence pattern , suitable for convergence ,
scanning linearity , and aspect ratio adjustments of
monitors.

Fig 20 :
signal .

Fig 21 : Modulated staircase signal through the lumi
nance (Y ) channel of the Type 520 NTSC Vectorscope.

100
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Fig 22 : Multiple exposure . Staircase signal , variable
APL , 10% , 50% and 90 % .

Fig 23 : Staircase signal with variable APL . Staircase
signal occupies every 5th line and the same lines every
field .

Fig 24 : Lun ance component of the split field color
bars as viewed on the Type 520 NTSC Vectorscope.
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144

NTSC TV Signal Generator
TELEVISION INSTRUMENTS

COMPOSITE COLOR TEST PATTERN

rear

The composite color test pattern is available at the composite
video outputs when the PATTERN switch is set to MULTIPLE . This

operating mode provides a convergence pattern ( crosshatch lines

and / or dots ) with two insert areas . Each insert is digitally con

trolled from the sync generator . The user may select the lines
to be included in each insert area by proper placement of in
sulated color -coded jumpers within the instrument . Full instruc

tions are provided in the instruction manual . The first insert
consists of the signal selected by the VIDEO switch (staircase

test signal or color bar signal ) . When the color bar signal is

selected , the luminance portion only of the color bars is located
directly above them . The second insert may be programmed by

the operator in the same digital manner as the first . Generally ,
it will be below the center of the screen as the center should

carry the convergence pattern to permit proper converging of
color receivers . This insert does not normally carry test signals ,
it is intended for message service . Two video inputs are pro
vided at the rear panel . These input signals may be derived
from TV cameras which are driven by the sync generator in the
144. A horizontal wipe control provides for smooth transition

between the two signals , or allows them to be displayed simul
taneously , sharing the selected insert area .

EXTERNAL VIDEO INPUT - Two AC - coupled , 75-22 loop - through
input connections are provided on the rear panel . Input re
quires 1.0 V P - P of composite video or 0.714 V P- P of non
composite video . Return loss is at least 30 dB to 5 MHz . Ex

ternal sync is stripped and sync from the 144 is inserted .

COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT— A front- panel and a
panel output is provided . Output level is 140 IRE units with

the exception of the crosshatch lines and dots which are set
for 75 IRE units (when PATTERN switch is set multiple ) .

VERTICAL INTERVAL TEST SIGNALS

A provision is made for insertion of either the staircase or
the color bar, as a vertical interval test signal , on any line

from 15 through 21 of either or both fields . The phase of the
burst (and all other subcarrier frequency components of the
test signal outputs ) may be varied 360 ° with respect to the

subcarrier frequency source ( internal or external ) .

With the 75 % amplitude full field color bar signal or the

modulated staircase signal inserted on an appropriate line

of both fields , it is possible to test an entire video system in
cluding transmitters for differential phase and gain and verify

if the actual phase and amplitude errors of the chrominance
at all APL's conforms to FCC rules .

SYNC GENERATOR AND COLOR STANDARD

The EIA sync generator circuitry is largely digital , using in

tegrated circuitry for counting functions . The usual frequency

multiplier circuits and their attendent problems have been
avoided resulting in exceptional time stability . Internal controls

permit some variation of widths including burst flag timing.
These adjustments are preset to conform to FCC standards .

The color standard has a proportional control oven for the
quartz crystal and the entire oscillator circuit . The frequency
stability achieved is well within FCC specifications . A front

panel lamp indicates proper operation of the oven . When the
internal color standard is used , the phase of the color subcarrier
output is variable over a 360 ° range with respect to the phase
of the burst contained in the video output . When an external
color standard is used the phase of the burst ( and all other
subcarrier frequency components of the test signal outputs )
may be varied 360 ° to the external subcarrier source .

ALL AMPLITUDES ARE SPECIFIED WITH 75-12 LOAD IMPED

ANCE . ALL CONNECTORS ARE BNC TYPE .

SUBCARRIER — frequency is 3.579545 MHz within 5 Hz .

OutputSubcarrier outputs are provided on the front and

rear panels . Isolation is at least 30 dB . Output level is 2 V

P - P within 0.2 V. Return loss is at least 30 dB .
* Input — Subcarrier input requires 1 V to 4 V. Return loss is

at least 46 dB at 3.58 MHz using loop through input on
rear- panel .

COMPOSITE SYNC

Output—A front- panel and a rear- panel output is provided .
Output level is 4 V within 0.2 V. Return loss is at least 30 dB
to 5 MHz . Isolation is at least 40 dB . Risetime is 115 ns

within 10 %

* Input—Required amplitude is 2 V to 8 V , negative - going .
Return loss is at least 46 dB using loop - through input on
rear panel .

COMPOSITE BLANKING—A front- panel and a rear- panel out
put is provided . Output level is 4 V within 0.2 V. Risetime is
115 ns . Return loss is at least 30 dB . Isolation is at least 40 dB .

* Inputs are optional and only required for synchronizing with another NTSC
sync generator .

VERTICAL DRIVE-One rear- panel output provides 4 V within
0.2 V. Risetime is 115 ns . Return loss is at least 30 dB .

HORIZONTAL DRIVE-One rear- panel output provides 4 V
within 0.2 V. Risetime is 115 ns . Return loss is at least 30 dB .

BURST FLAG–One rear- panel output provides 4 V within 0.2 V.

HORIZONTAL BLANKING—11.1 us (digitally determined from
3.579545 MHz ) .

VERTICAL BLANKING—21 lines (digitally determined from
3.579545 MHz ) .

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT - A front- panel and a rear- panel

output is provided . Output level is 1 V P - P . Return loss is
at least 30 dB from DC to 5 MHz . Isolation is at least 40 dB .

Composite video consists of composite sync and video test
signals as selected by front- panel controls .

POWER REQUIREMENTS—90-136 VAC or 180 to 272 VAC , 48

Hz to 66 Hz , 55 watts maximum at 115 VAC and 60 Hz . Rear
panel selector provides rapid accommodation for 6 line

voltage ranges.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE=Performance characteristics are val

id over an ambient temperature range of ° C to + 50 ° C
(except as noted ) .

144 DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

Height 3/2 in
Width 163/4 in 42.6 cm

Depth 1872 in 47.1 cm

Net weight 173/4 lb

R144 DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

Height 312 in
Width 19 in 48.3 cm

Depth 18/2 in
Net weight 187 lb 8.4 kg

INCLUDED STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Two 75-12, through - line terminations (011-0103-02 ) ; two in

struction manuals (070-1084-00 ) ; one set of insulated jumpers ,
assorted colors ( 013-01 17-00) ; power cord ( 161-0036-00) .

144 also includes rackmounting hardware .

144 NTSC TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR $2100

R144 NTSC TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR ( rackmount ) $2100

U.S. Sales Price FOB Beaverton , Oregon

8.9 cm

8.0 kg

8.9 cm

47.1 cm
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176

Pulsed High - Current FixtureCURVE TRACERS

• 200 AMP PEAK COLLECTOR DISPLAYS
VERTICALTYPE 578 CURVE TRACER4

20 AMP PEAK BASE SUPPLY
DISPLAY5 * S**
SACO

HORIZONTALSON09

COLLECTOR SUPPY28 SYS GENERATOR

26

********

LLO , w exe

MEMART

LONX

The 176 Pulsed High -Current Fixture extends the capabilities of
the 576 Curve Tracer by providing pulsed collector operation to

200 amps peak and pulsed base steps to 20 amps peak . The step

offset , when selected , is also pulsed . The pulsed operating mode

allows many tests previously impossible . For example , small

signal transistors can be tested under pulsed collector break
down conditions without over-dissipation . The 176 " front porch "

configuration fits in place of the 576 Standard Test Fixture , and

is programmed from the 576 mainframe except for controls not

provided on the mainframe . The collector pulse is slaved to the

576 in regard to width and repetition rate . The pulse width is
selected by depressing the 300 us or 80 us push button on the

576 mainframe ( usually , 300 us should be selected ) . The rep rate
is automatically set when the 176 is inserted in the mainframe .

Rep rate is also dependent on power- line frequency . The five
highest VERTICAL CURRENT / DIV ( 0.1 A / div to 2 A / div) of the

576 can be multiplied X10 by actuation of the X10 VERT push
button on the 176. This feature enables viewing of up to a 200

amp peak display . The five highest STEP GENERATOR AMPLI

TUDE base current steps of the 576 ( 10 mA to 200 mA) can be

multiplied X10 by actuation of the X10 STEP push button on the

176. This features enables the pulsed base step generator on the

176 to provide up to a 20 amp base step ( tenth step ) . Both X10

VERT and X10 STEP push buttons provide inputs to the fiber
optic readout to display actual values . If STEP GENERATOR

AMPLITUDE or VERTICAL CURRENT/DIV controls are moved

out of the five highest current settings, the multiplication of the

affected function automatically drops back to X1 .

576 CurveTracer
with 176Fixture

II А

7 500MA

2
20

176 Pulsed High -CurrentFixture Collector voltage manually swept to
obtain entire family of curves .

I 20
100mAА

CHARACTERISTICS I

I
200TV SN-

2033
10V

COLLECTOR SUPPLY (PULSED)

500
ДА T 50WE пA

33%40 K

15 A rectifier diode driven to 200 A. pulsed into

Width - 300 us or 80 us determined by 576 .

Repetition Rate - Power- line frequency.

Polarity- + or determined by 576 polarity control.

Amplitude-Ranges are 15 , 75 , 350 volts nominal , controlled
by MAX PEAK VOLTS switch on 576. Current ( minimum avail

able at low line into shorted load ) is 15 V range , 200 A ; 75 V
range , 40 A ; 350 V range , 8 A.

Maximum Peak Watts — Three illuminated push buttons select 10 ,
100 , 1000 watts maximum peak power .

NPN ( TO -3 ) V
(BR) CES

secondary breakdown .

VERTICAL AMPLIFIER

Deflection Factor (X10 VERT selected )— 1 A / div to 20 A / div , 5

steps in a 1-2-5 sequence .

STEP GENERATOR OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

Ambient Temperature— Performance characteristics are valid

over a temperature range of ° C to +40 ° C .

Dimensions and Weights

Height 4 5/8 in 11.8 cm

Width 7 7/8 in 20.0 cm

Depth 11 3/8 in 28.8 cm
Net weight 12 3/4 lb 5.8 kg

Current Ranges (X10 STEP selected )— Step-Offset Amplitude

Range is 100 mA to 2 A , 5 steps in a 1-2-5 sequence . Max Cur

rent (Steps and Aiding Offset) is 200X 576 AMPLITUDE setting
or 20 A , whichever is less . Max Voltage (Steps and Aiding Off

set) is at least 5 V up to 10 A and 2 V up to 20 A.

576 Offset Multiplier - to 100X 576 AMPLITUDE switch setting .

Step Rate - Power- line frequency .

Pulsed Steps 300 us or 80 us wide .

Step/Offset Polarity— The STEP GEN polarity is the same as the

COLLECTOR SUPPLY polarity . Step polarity may be inverted

by actuating the INVERT push button .

Accuracy (Current steps including offset)— Incremental is within
5% between any two steps ; within 10% with 0.1X STEP MULT .

Absolute is within 2% of total output , including any amount of

offset , or 1 % of one step , whichever is greater.

INCLUDED STANDARD ACCESSORIES

One adapter TO-36 (013-0112-00 ) ; one adapter diode (013-0110

00 ) ; one safety cover (337-1194-00 ) ; two instruction manuals
(070-1073-00 ) .

176 PULSED HIGH -CURRENT FIXTURE $ 1400

U.S. Sales Price FOB Beaverton , Oregon
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1401

Spectrum Analyzer Module
SPECTRUM ANALYZERS

PORTABLE

AC, DC or BATTERY POWERED TUVOLTS ON

EASY to CARRY, EASY to USE
TAR

1 MHz to 500 MHz in ONE DISPLAY
3

TYPE323OscHULOSCOPE

UP TO 1 -MHz RESOLUTION BANDWIDTH

• 60-dB LOG DYNAMIC RANGE ATTEN ST
PEWUR 349*

DESIGNED FOR SEVERE ENVIRONMENTS MBT SPECTRUN ARALYZER MODER

1401/323 Spectrum Analyzer System

1401 Spectrum Analyzer Module

display , plus Hz Span . Frequency span is continuously
variable , uncalibrated from the indicated span toward zero .

Resolution Bandwidth- 3 , 100 , and 1000 kHz .

Display Flatness — Amplitude variations are within 3 dB over
entire frequency range .

Incidental FM-No more than 20 kHz at 1 MHz center frequency
to 10 kHz or less at 500 MHz center frequency.

Intermodulation Distortion - At least -50 dB .

Frequency Stability — Within 50 kHz over any 5 minute interval
after 20 minute warm-up and measurement at +20 ° C to +30 ° C
ambient .

Input Power— + 30 dBm maximum with RF attenuation , -30
dBm without RF attenuation .

RF Attenuator-0 to 60 dB in 10 dB steps , accurate within
+ (0.5 dB + 1 % of dB reading ) .

IF Gain Control-At least 30-dB range .

Vertical Display - At least 60 -dB dynamic range in Log Mode ,
26-dB dynamic range in Linear Mode .

Video Output- 1.2 V for full -screen deflection .

The 1401 Spectrum Analyzer Module is an expansion of the

plug - in concept of using an oscilloscope for spectrum analy
sis . This module , used with the Sony/ Tektronix 323 , or other

oscilloscope , provides complete facilities for measurement in
the 1 MHz to 500 MHz frequency range .

Among its unique features is automatic center frequency posi
tioning in the Search mode . At 50 MHz / div frequency span
(Dispersion ) , the center frequency automatically becomes 250

MHz , preventing a possible erroneous display . In the Search
mode , the center frequency control positions a negative marker
to indicate that part of the spectrum which will appear at cen
ter screen when the frequency span is reduced to less than
50 MHz / div .

Design of the 1401/323 provides for easy carrying, multiple
positions for convenient viewing and access . Power may be
obtained from the normal AC line , 6 to 16 VDC , or internal re
chargeable batteries . While the 1401 is specifically designed
to combine with the 323 , it can also be used with other oscil

loscopes having a 0.2 V/ div vertical deflection factor and a
0.5 V / div horizontal deflection factor.

The 323 portion of the System retains its full usefulness as
a DC to 4 MHz Oscilloscope .

ANALYZER CHARACTERISTICS

Center Frequency Range — 1 MHz to 500 MHz , continuously
variable with 10-turn digital readout control . Absolute accuracy
within = (5 MHz + 5% of dial reading ) . Fine control provides
a calibrated variation of up to plus or minus 1 MHz , within 10% .

CW Sensitivity-At least – 100 dBm at 3 kHz resolution , at least
-90 dBm at 100 kHz resolution , at least -80 dBm at 1000 kHz
resolution .

Frequency Span (dispersion ) - 50 MHz / div to 10 kHz / div in 12

steps ( 1-2-5 sequence ) , accurate within 10% over a 10 div
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SPECTRUM ANALYZERS

1401

Spectrum Analyzer ModulePORTABLE

one

1401 operator's hand book (070-1082-00 ) ; 1401 instruction manu

al (070-1071-00 ) ; 323 instruction manual (070-0750-00 ) .

Order 1401/323P7 $ 2860

SPECTRUM ANALYZER MODULE

1401 Included Standard Accessories — Two 51/2 - inch BNC-to

BNC cables (012-0214-00 ) ; 6 - ft BNC-to - BNC cable (012-0113-00 ) ;

8 - ft power cord ( 161-0043-00 ) ; 3 to 2 -wire adapter ( 103-0013-00 ) ;

blue filter (378-0670-01 ) ; amber filter (378-0670-02 ) ; strap as
sembly (346-0051-00 ) ; panel cover ( 200-0812-00 ) ; 1401 opera

tor's hand book (070-1082-00 ) ; 1401 instruction manual (070

1071-00 ) .
Order 1401 $ 1900

SWEEP CHARACTERISTICS

Free Run-Sweep rate continuously variable between

sweep / second and 100 sweeps / second (approximate ) .

External Trigger - As above , but accepts an external positive

pulse of 1 to 10 V , at least 100 ns width .

External Horizontal— Input accepts signal of to +5 V. O cor

responds to approximately O frequency and +5 V corresponds

to approximately 500 MHz in Search Mode . 10 V maximum input .

ENVIRONMENTAL CAPABILITIES

Ambient Temperature - Operating: -15 ° C to +55 ° C ; Non

operating: -55 ° C to +75 ° C (without batteries) , -40 ° C to
+60 ° C (with batteries ) ; Charging : ° C to + 40 ° C .

Altitude - Operating: 30,000 feet ; maximum ambient tempera
ture rating must be decreased by 1 ° C / 1000 feet from 15,000

feet to 30,000 feet ; Non -operating : 50,000 feet .

Vibration - Operating: 15 minutes along each of the 3 major

axes , 0.025 inch peak-to - peak displacement (4 g's at 55 c / s)

10 to 55 to 10 c / s in 1 -minute cycles .

Electromagnetic Interference-Meets radiated interference re

quirements of MIL - 1-6181D and MIL- 1-1690C over the range
150 kHz to 1 GHz . Instrument must be battery operated .

Humidity — Operating and Storage : 5 cycles ( 120 hours) to

95% relative humidity referenced to MIL- E - 16400F (Paragraph

4.5.9 through 4.5.9.5.1 , Class 4) .

323 CHARACTERISTIC SUMMARY

VERTICAL

Bandwidth-DC to 4 MHz .

Risetime— 90 ns .

Calibrated Deflection Factor - 10 mV/ div to 20 V / div at
full bandwidth , 1 mV / div at 2.75-MHz bandwidth .

Input RC— 1 megohm paralleled by approx 47 pF .

HORIZONTAL

Calibrated Time Base— 5 us / div to 1 s / div .

X10 Magnifier — Extends time base to 0.5 us/ div .

External Input- 20 mV / div to 30 V/ div , continuously vari
able , DC to 10 kHz .

CRT

Display Area- 6 x 10 divisions ( 14 inch / division ) .

Phosphor - P7 supplied with 1401/323 .

OTHER

Amplitude Calibrator - Internal, 0.5 V at external jack.

Power Sources-Internal batteries; external DC supply of
6 to 16 V , 4.5 W ; 90 to 136 VAC or 180 to 272 VAC, 48 Hz
to 440 Hz , 14 W at 115 VAC .

Price-$960 with batteries .

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

Power Sources— Battery operation : removable power pack
contains 6 size " C " NiCd cells providing at least 312 hours

operation . Maximum time is achieved at 20 ° C to 25 ° C charge

and 20 ° C to 30 ° C operating temperature . Internal charger

provides for charging the internal batteries when connected

to the AC line , operating or non -operating . Recharge requires

at least 16 hours at full charge . A Trickle Charge position pre
vents battery self-discharge when not in use . Battery charge

level is indicated on an expanded scale DC voltmeter . External

DC source : operates from an external DC source of 6 V to 16 V ,

requires 4.5 W. External AC source : operates from an external

AC source of 90 to 136 V , or 180 to 272 V ; 48 to 440 Hz , 14 W
maximum at 115 VAC .

The SONY® /TEKTRONIX® Type 323 is manufactured and marketed in Japan
by Sony/Tektronix Corporation , Tokyo , Japan . Outside of Japan the Type
323 is available from Tektronix , Inc. , its marketing subsidiaries and

distributors .

1401/323
in cm

Dimensions and Weights
1401

in cm

Height 3-1 /2 8.9

Width w/handle 8-1 / 2 21.6

Depth w/panel 10-5/8 27.0
Cover

Depth w /handle 13 33.0

cm

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Rain Jacket-The rain jacket provid protection for the 1401

during transport or storage , is constructed of waterproof blue

vinyl , order 016-0112-00 ... $ 8

323
in

3-1 /2

8-1 /2

10-5 /8

8.9 7 17.8

21.6 9-3 / 8 23.8

27.0 10-5 /8 27.0

13 33.0 14-5 / 8 37.2

Handle Conversion Kit - For customers who wish to combine

an existing 323 Oscilloscope with the 1401 Analyzer Module , to

form a System as shown on the preceding page . The existing

separate handles are replaced by the larger combination handle .

Hardware is included .

Order 040-0563-00 $ 30

Ib IbIb

7-1 /2

kg
3.4

kg
3.2

kg
6.67 14-1 / 2

13 5.9 13 5.9 22 10.0

Net weight w/o
accessories

Domestic shipping
weight

Export-packed
weight

21 9.5 21 9.5 30 13.6

SPECTRUM ANALYZER SYSTEM

1401/323 Included Standard Accessories — Two 51/2 - inch BNC

to -BNC cables (012-0214-00 ) ; 6-ft BNC-to-BNC cable (012

0113-00 ) ; BNC-to -banana post patch cord (012-0089-00 ) ; BNC

to -binding post adapter ( 103-0033-00 ) ; two 8 -ft power cords

( 161-0043-00 ) ; two 3 to 2-wire adapters ( 103-0013-00 ) ; smoke

gray light filter (426-0403-00 ) ; blue filter (378-0670-01 ) ; amber

filter (378-0670-02 ) ; viewing hood (016-0247-01 ) ; two strap as
semblies (346-0051-00 ) ; P6049 10x probe (010-0223-00 ) ; two

panel covers ( 200-0812-00 ) ; accessory pouch (016-0113-00 ) ;

Power Pack - Extra power pack , in addition to the one supplied

with the 1401 allows one power pack to charge while the other

is powering the analyzer . An identical power pack is used in
the 323 . Pack contains 6 size " C " NiCd cells and battery

charger , order 016-0119-02 $98

Battery Set - Set of 6 NiCd cells ,
order 146-0012-01 $23

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton , Oregon
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T4005

Graphic Display
INFORMATION DISPLAY PRODUCTS

DISPLAY AME VIEW

Τ Ε Κ Τ Α Ο Ν Ι Χ ®
CRAP DISPLAY CORROCEERPLAY SOM MENE

AY DEVIC
. SOORTENKYSCALE MASK

WARE CONTROLMA DESET

AM**

FEATURES

• Drive capability for four display devices . Devices

individually selectable .

8192 x 8192 Display Matrix capacity .

• Display Scale selections : 8192 , 4096 , 2048 , 1024 ,

512 , and 256 points per axis selectable indepen

dently for each axis .

• Magnification sufficient to resolve each plotted

point . Aspect ratios from 32 : 1 to 1:32 .

• Offsetting anywhere within the 8K x 8K display

matrix with 16 point resolution (512 offset levels

per axis).

• Framing to window on an area to be displayed

next . Zooming capability allows framing in any dis

play scale settings .

• Retain / Recall for any particular scale and offset

settings .

• Positionable Locator to position plot origin .

• Single button Homing of Frame or Locate to CRT

origin .

• Fast / Slow Switch . Fast allows rapid positioning

of Frame or Locator . Slow speed for accurate place

ment .

• Auto and Manual Erase for selected display de

vices .

Eight selectable sense lines for software .

Eight software status lights .

• Eight manual interrupts .

Real Time Clock .

• Computer control of most Front- Panel functions .

Interrupt structure can be disabled either manu

ally or by computer control .

• Detachable Control Panel for remote operation .

• Display devices may be remotely located .

• Push button initialization for first plot .

• C.P.U. and interrupt status readout .

• Hard copy compatible .
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Graphic Display
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DESCRIPTION

The Tektronix T4005 Graphic Display is an integrated self

contained computer peripheral designed for high speed , low
cost displays of large drawings , graphics and text . With the
aid of appropriate parallel interfaces the T4005 calls for , ac

cepts , controls and displays data from present-day digital
computers routinely used for generating drawings and graph
ics . The data is displayed on a Tektronix developed Storage
Display Unit containing an 11 - inch storage CRT . Displays ,
written one time on the Storage CRT , are retained in a " view "
mode without flicker , drift or loss of resolution . When old data

is erased , the display unit is ready to store new data within
500 ms after the erase function is initiated . Only 5 us is required
to write one bit of information .

S-
OT
9-
OT

10
-7

8-
OT

6-
OT

10-10

10-4

355 356 357 358 362 363 364 36S359 360 361
SCAN NO .

The Graphic Display Controller component of the T4005 con
tains the operator controls and the hardware which processes
computer outputs into the data required for graphic and alpha
numeric displays . The hardware performs a number of graph
ic editing functions such as scaling , offsetting , magnifying ,
framing, and augmenting .

Changeable interfaces for specific computers , provisions for
driving three additional display units , and provisions for aux
iliary functions add to the versatility of the T4005 .

To magnify this section , REPLAY is initiated . The Segment of

the 2K x 2K plot windowed by the 512 x 512 Frame is replotted
as shown in the following photo .

ZOOMING

Zooming is a T4005 feature which allows displays to be mag
nified by ratios of 32 : 1 to 1:32 along each axis . In the

256 X 256 Display Scale each computer generated dot is
clearly visible .
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The above photograph shows information plotted on a 2K x 2K
Display Scale . The plot is also windowed by a 2K x 2K FRAME .

Following is an illustration of how a selected section of this dis

play would be ZOOMED on to magnify the selected section by 4
times . First , a New Display Scale is selected , 512 x 512 as an

example . This reduces the Frame size by a factor of 4. The

OFFSET controls are used to position the FRAME such that it
windows the segment of interest . The following photograph shows
the 512 X 512 Frame windowing the origin of the 2K x 2K plot .

*

355 356 357

Augmented 512 X 512 display
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DISPLAY UNIT GRAPHIC DISPLAY CONTROLLER

The T4005 display media is a Tektronix developed Type 611

Storage Display Unit . The storage CRT in the 611 retains com

plex alphanumerics and graphics on an 11 - inch display area

after the information is written one time . The ability to store

information on the CRT is accomplished through a process
primarily internal to the CRT . This eliminates the need for

costly refresh hardware and provides flicker - free, stable dis
plays .

The Graphic Display Controller ( GDC ) is a slide -out drawer

unit which contains operator controls and the graphic control
electronics The T4005 may be purchased less the Display

Unit by ordering the 4201 Graphic Display Controller. The

following description applies to the Graphic Display Controller

of the T4005 Graphic Display as well as the 4201 Graphic Dis
play Controller.

** GRANDPLAY ONTROUXENa

OVER

DISPLAY DRIVER

The storage display area is 21 x 16.2 cm . Resolution is equiv
alent to 400 x 300 stored line pairs . Storage capacity is at

least 4000 clearly spaced , legible characters , based on a 90 x
70 mil dot matrix . Display view time is at least 15 minutes

without loss of resolution . Viewing time may be extended to

one hour ; however, several erasures may be required to fully
remove previously stored data . The erase cycle duration is
500 ms . Dot writing time is 5 us ; beam positioning time is

3.5 us / cm plus 5 us stabilizing time . Line writing time in the
stored mode is at least 25 cm / ms at specified resolution .

Operating Functions— The operating functions are View , Erase ,

Non -Store, and Write -Through . View and Erase are under manu
al or software control ; Non -Store and Write - Through are under
software control . The Erase function , when initiated , removes

all previously stored data from the display area and returns

the CRT to a " ready -to -write” mode . As new information is
written , it is retained on the CRT in the " view " mode . Within

two minutes after the display is written , the 611 will automati
cally switch to a " hold " mode . This holds data stored on the

CRT at a low brightness to extend storage time . Pressing the
VIEW switch while in the " hold " mode , returns the display to
the " view " mode for at least one minute , but not more than
two minutes . The " view " mode may be programmed for con
tinuous viewing for as long as fifteen minutes .

A special " write - through ” feature is provided for displaying

cursors on a screen which may contain stored information .

In the " write - through " mode the CRT beam is unblanked and
a cursor , or any generated pattern , is displayed without de

stroying previously stored data and without storing new data .

This function is useful for positioning cursors and locating the
CRT writing beam . In the "write - through " and " non -store "

modes the display remains on screen as long as it is refreshed .

The GDC has a D /A converter and an output architecture

capable of driving four Tektronix Display Devices . A Display

Controller / Display Device driver card is required for each
driver device . The T4005 is supplied with one Display Con

troller / 611 card . Optional cards may be purchased to drive

other display devices .

GRAPHIC CONTROLLER PANEL

The Graphic Display Controller Panel is equipped with back

lighted push buttons . The Push On / Off buttons are the pri

mary means of mode selection and control of the display de

vice . The secondary means of control is through the use of

computer software . An indicator window gives the status of

four computer/ T4005 functions . Since the operation of the

panel is entirely DC , it may be removed from its housing and

remotely located to serve the user's convenience . An optional
cable is available for this purpose .

GRAPHIC DISPLAY CONTROLLER

DISPLAY SCALE AUGMENT

8K 4K 2K 1K 512 256 VERT

BK 4K 2K 1K 512 256 HORIZ

DISPLAY DEVICE

OFF I IT DI TV READY FRAME LOCATE

SETUP OFFSET / SCALE ERASE FAST HOME

INITIAL RETAIN RECALL AUTO MAN OFFSET

SOFTWARE CONTROL
DISPLAY NUMBER

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
esetzayeSAVE DISPLAY

FINISH REPLACE
REPLAY

CANCEL DISPLAYBEGIN MODIFY PAUSE CONTINUE

А B C D E F G H

TEKTRONIX , INC ., BEAVERTON , OREGON , U.S.A.
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DISPLAY MODE CONTROLS

INTERRUPT
PENDING

CONTROLLER
ADDRESSED

PROCESSOR
RUNNING

READY , FRAME , and LOCATE are functions which indicate

the current operating mode of the T4005 . The controls are
operated manually or by computer command .INTERRUPT

DISABLED
Ready - Removes the Not- Ready status flagged to the com

puter , and readies the GDC to process computer write com
mands .

STATUS INDICATORS

Indicates status of the T4005 /Computer system . Backlighted

labels light when the indicator structure is addressed .

Frame - Places a write-through frame , whose aspect ratio is

dependent upon the Display Scales selected , on those display
devices selected by the GDC .

Controller Addressed indicates the T4005 has been addressed

by the computer within the last 0.5 second .

Interrupt Pending-Indicates the T4005 has requested an inter
rupt but it has not been serviced . READY FRAME LOCATE

Processor Running-Indicates the computer is running , not in
a WAIT condition .

FAST HOME
Interrupt Disabled-Indicates the T4005 interrupt capability

has been manually disabled or the computer has not enabled

the T4005's interrupt hardware . OFFSET

DISPLAY SCALE AUGMENT

8K 4K 2K 1K 512 256 VERT

8K 4 K 2K 1K 512 256 HORIZ
TERIJALE

DISPLAY SCALES

The Display Scale push buttons , when lit , indicate the selected
vertical and horizontal scale values . Six scales are available

in each axis . A lit scale indicates how many step commands

the GDC must receive along each axis to drive the D / A con

verter of that axis over its full range of 1024 distinct analog

levels . The number of steps required are : 8192 , 4096 , 2048 ,
1024 , 512 , or 256. In the event there are more steps than 1024

D /A levels , then the excess steps are uniformly absorbed with

out change in the D /A converter output . As an example , in

the 4K selection , every fourth step results in a one - level change

in the D /A output , while the other three steps are absorbed .

The Display Scales are operated manually or by computer
command .

Locate-Places an " L " shaped write-through Locator on those

display devices selected by the GDC . The Locator serves uses

such as locating the point from which subsequent display com
mands are started . The Locator can be used in conjunction

with software and the interrupt structure , to determine the pre

cise address of the Locator to within one point anywhere in
the 8192 x 8192 graphic matrix .

AUGMENT

In the highly magnified 512 and 256 display scales the data

may be displayed as received . This results in a separation

between the displayed dots . If a brighter display is preferred,
AUGMENT can be selected to insert additional dots between

those displayed by the step commands received . The Augment

function is selected manually or by computer command .

Offset - A4-button group which provides positioning control
for the FRAME and LOCATOR and indicates positioning infor

mation such as which direction the cursor may be offscreen

and when a selected frame is larger than the display .

Fast-Provides two positioning speeds for FRAME and LO

CATE . Pushing and lighting FAST selects a speed for rapid

positioning . The second initiation turns the light off and se

lects a slow speed for precise positioning .

Home — When pressed , returns the FRAME or LOCATOR to

the lower left hand corner (0,0 ) of the screen .

DISPLAY DEVICE

OFF I DI DI K SETUP OFFSET / SCALE ERASE

INITIAL RETAIN RECALL AUTO MAN

DISPLAY DEVICE

SET UP
Indicates selected status of each of the four display devices
which may be attached to the GDC . Each device is selected

manually or by program control .

Initial-Sets the T4005 hardware to a predetermined state ,
zeros registers and clears pending interrupts .
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OFFSET/SCALE

Retain— Places in the Retain Storage Registers the current Dis

play Scale values and the current contents of the X and Y axis
Offset Registers .

Recall-Places the contents of the Retain Storage Registers

into the Display Scale Registers and the Offset Registers , re

establishing the retained display scale and offset parameters .

Also , it initiates a display interrupt and places the GDC in
the READY mode .

4. Utility Programs. Software routines for core dump display ,

diagnostics , etc.

Documentation for this software includes program descrip

tions , flow diagrams, program listings , and a cross reference

program directory.

This Standard Software Package is intended for those Users '

Facilities that support FORTRAN language . For facilities which

do not support FORTRAN language , the T4005 software can be

negotiated for your applications on an individual basis .

When ordering the T4005 , please specify the following infor
mation about the intended facility :

ERASE

MachineScreen erase can be initiated several ways . Activating erase

clears the full screen contents and returns the CRT to a ready

to -write mode within 500 ms after the function is activated .
Languages -

Type , by make and model .

Standard or special operating system .

What languages does your facility support
( Please note what levels ) .

Which of these languages allow assembly
level access .

Auto— When in this mode , the selected Display Device ( s ) are
automatically erased when DISPLAY or RECALL is initiated
or when the fully READY mode is reached .

Manual— Erases the selected Display Device (s ) any time it
is initiated .

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

SOFTWARE CONTROL
DISPLAY NUMBER

T4005 Power Requirements — A quick-change line -voltage se

lector provides six ranges : 90 to 110 V , 104 to 126 V , 112 to

136 V , 180 to 220 V , 208 to 252 V , and 224 to 272 V. Frequency

range is 48 to 66 Hz . Maximum power dissipation at 115 VAC

is 262 watts .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

SAVE DISPLAY
FINISH REPLACE

REPLAY
CANCEL DISPLAYBEGIN MODIFY PAUSE CONTINUE

А B C D E F G H
4201 GDC Power Requirements — Same as T4005 except maxi

mum power consumption is 81 watts at 115 VAC .

SOFTWARE CONTROL

The software circuitry consists of an interrupt structure , status
information and a real time clock .

T4005 and 4201 Operating Temperature-Normal operation over
20 ° C to 40 ° C range .

Dimensions and Weights

T4005 4201

INCHES cm INCHES cm

Height 20 50.8 5 1/4 13.3

The interrupt structure is activated when Buttons A-H on the

Graphic Controller Panel are pushed . Computer interrupt sub

routines must service the pending interrupt before a new inter

rupt is initiated . In addition to Buttons A-H , the computer can

also sense the state of DISPLAY NUMBER buttons 1-8 (only

one of which is selected at any one time ) . Thus , 64 distinct

interrupt states can be sent to the computer by the use of

DISPLAY NUMBER buttons and interrupt Buttons A- H . The in

terrupt feature may be disconnected from the computer by

use of an Interrupt Control switch located at the rear of the

T4005 .

Depth 29 1/2 73.8 28 3/4 73.0

Width 19 48.3 19 48.3

POUNDS kg POUNDS kg

Net Weight 107 48.7 40 18

Ninety-six bits of status information are gated to the computer

by three GDC Status Gates . Depending upon the computer

interface installed , these information bits may be transferred to

the computer as 8 , 12 , 16 , or 24 bit words .

T4005 Included Standard Accessories-drawer unit user's man

ual 070-1085-00 , maintenance manual 070-1086-00 , 611 Storage

Display Unit manual 070-0752-01 .

T4005 GRAPHIC DISPLAY $7850
A real time clock is turned on and off by computer control

commands . The clock interrupts the computer every 16.7 ms .
External frequencies to 500 kHz may be applied to the clock

for interrupting the computer at any selected interval.

4201 Included Standard Accessories — drawer unit user's man

ual 070-1085-00 , maintenance manual 070-1086-00 .

4201 GRAPHIC DISPLAY CONTROLLER $ 4950

SOFTWARE INTERFACE UNITS

The T4005 is provided with a standard software package con
taining four parts :

The T4005 Graphic Display and 4201 Graphic Display Controller
can be interfaced with most present day digital computers .

Tektronix will quote interface costs and availability upon re
quest .

1. Basic Plot Package . Software for performing graphics on

the Graphic Display Controller.

2 . Control Functions . Fortran subroutines for full support

and control of the Graphic Display Controller's functions .

The interface for the IBM 1130 Computer includes an inter
connecting cable (012-0215-00 ) and interface manual (070

1087-00 ) .
3. Text handling . Software to annotate graphics and display

alphanumerics . Order Interface Unit 015-0180-00 $ 850
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OPTIONS

Driver Cards— The T4005 Graphic Display and 4201 Graphic

Display Controller will drive the following Tektronix Display

Units : 601 Storage Display Unit , 611 Storage Display Unit , 4501
Scan Converter . The T4005 and 4201 is interfaced with each

display device by a driver card .

Faithe

Order driver cards as follows :

T4005 / 4201 to 601 or 4501 Scan Converter order 670-0925-00 . $200

T4005 /4201 to 611 Storage Display Unit order 670-0926-00 ... $200

20- Foot Interconnecting Cable - The T4005 or 4201 control

panel may be detached for remote operation , through use of
this cable .

Order 012-0216-00 $ 60

Hard Copy Unit — The 4601 used in conjunction with Tektronix
Storage Display Units provides a convenient means for per

manently copying alphanumeric and graphic displays . Hi-reso
lution displays obtained on the T4005 are copied by the 4601 ,
providing an accurate representation of the stored display on
3M Type 777 Dry-Silver Paper .

Camera — The C- 10 is a fixed-focus , light-weight camera de
signed for use with the Type T4005 . An f / 8 lens with sufficient

depth of field and convenient hand grips allow the C- 10 to be
held against the display area for photographing displays . The
C- 10 housing accommodates a Graflok' 4 x 5 back .

C- 10 CAMERA $ 400

Viewing Accessory — Combination light filter and implosion
shield is a circular polarizer with diffusing front surface.

Order 015-0145-00 $ 35

Registered Trademark Graflex , Inc.

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton , Oregon

SO
4801MARGO

TEKTRONIX

4601 HARD COPY UNIT $3750
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4801BURG OOR

TEKTRONIX

Permanent hi - resolution copies of CRT displays
4601 Hard Copy Unit

Low initial cost

• 18 -second copy time

• Compact , self-contained

HALCONE

TAKLENIX

The 4601 used in conjunction with Tektronix Storage Display

Units provides a convenient means for permanently copying
alphanumeric and graphic displays . Hi - resolution displays ob

tained on the 611 , T4002 and T4005 are copied by the 4601 ,

providing an accurate representation of the stored display on
3M Type 777 Dry-Silver Paper .

4601 Hard Copy Unit with 611 Display Unit

THE COPY MEDIUM

Since the 4601 is completely self-contained , installation con

sists merely of connection to the power line and to the ap
propriate Tektronix unit . Copy command may be initiated by

pressing a front panel control , or by supplying an external
command .

The processing unit in the 4601 is designed to be used with
3M Brand Type 777 Dry-Silver Paper .

HOW THE 4601 WORKS

The signal source is " looped through ” the 4601 to the Tek
tronix Display Device . When the copy command is received ,
the signal source is automatically disconnected from the Dis

play Device .

Type 777 Paper provides the high image contrast required for

high - resolution copies of complex graphics and alphanumerics .

It offers the user the stability normally associated with wet

process photosensitive paper , plus the convenience of dry

print-out papers . Cost is low : 5 to 8 cents per 81/2 by 11 - inch
copy , depending on usage . Further economies can be realized
using smaller copies . Copy size is adjustable from 812 by 6
inches to 812 by 14 inches . Roll size is 8 1/2 inches by 500
feet .

Hard Copy is produced by systematically scanning the target of
the storage unit . Scanning ramps are generated by scan gen
erators located in the Hard Copy Unit . An electrical signal is
taken from the target electrode and fed to the Z axis of a line

scan CRT . A fiber optic faceplate couples the light output from

the phosphor to the recording material . Heat development of
the latent image takes place after this exposure . Hard Copy
is available about 18 seconds after initiation of the copy com
mand .

Dry-Silver prints can be handled much like any conventional
paper . Records can be easily written upon with pencil or pen .
Pencil marks are erasable . Shelf life of unexposed paper is
six months , providing the paper is not removed from its pro
tective wrapper and is stored at room temperatures .

One roll is included with the 4601. Refills also available from
Tektronix , Inc. Order 006-1603-00 . Price is $40 each .
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4601

Hard Copy Unit
INFORMATION DISPLAY PRODUCTS

photo of a 4601 copy of the screen contents

of the Tektronix T4002 Graphic Computer Terminal

CHARACTERISTICS

Copy Size-Adjusted to 812 x 11 inches at factory , variable

between 812 x 6 inches and 812 x 14 inches .

required for all Type 601 Display Units and all Type 4501 Scan

Converters . The Type 601 and 4501 may be factory ordered

with the modification installed . Contact your local Tektronix

Field Office for additional information .Copy Time- 18 seconds for first copy , 11 seconds for succes

sive copies .

Remote Copy Command-Closure to ground for at least 5 us .
Power Source ( factory-wired options ) –90 to 136 VAC , 115 V

nominal , 50 or 60 Hz ,

Maximum power consumption at 115 V , 60 Hz is 1420 W for

first 40 s after turn on , 220 to 520 W at idle .

Dimensions (height , width , length ) -11 x 17 x 24 inches ; 27.9
x 42.7 x 61 cm .

Resolution (with 3M Brand Type 777 Paper) -Essentially the

same as displayed on the 611 , T4002 , or T4005 Display De

vice . Actual -size copies of a 4000-character display , based on

a 90 x 70 mil matrix , are clearly legible .

Ambient Temperature-Between +20 ° C and +30 ° C is recom
mended . If extreme environmental conditions exist , other re

cording papers may be substituted . Contact your local Tek

tronix Field Office .

Compatibility-Designed for use with Tektronix T4002 Graphic

Computer Terminal , T4005 Graphic Display , and Type 611 Dis

play Units serial numbers B142240 and above . Type 611's be

low this serial number require a modification . Modification is

Weight-Approximately 69 pounds ; approximately 31 kg .

Included Standard Accessories— 25 - pin input connector (131

0570-00) ; BNC-to-BNC 18- inch patch cord (012-0087-00 ) ; two

6-foot interconnecting cables (012-0258-00 ) ; 6 -foot detachable

power cord ( 161-0065-01 ) ; instruction manual (070-1069-00 ) .

4601 Hard Copy Unit $3750

U.S. Sales Price FOB Beaverton , Oregon
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4901

Interactive Graphic Unit
INFORMATION DISPLAY PRODUCTS

Interactive Graphics for T4002 Graphic Computer Terminal

Software supported
4901

INTERACTIVE
GRAPHIC UNIT

. Clearly visible , parallax - free, full-screen, high- resolution cursor

Resolution within one LSB in 1020 levels

Compatible with graphic input devices which output analog signals

of to + 5V
J 1000

TEKTRONIX , INC. , BEAVERTON , OREGON , U.S.A.

DESCRIPTION

The 4901 Interactive Graphic Unit interfaces the Tektronix

T4002 Graphic Computer Terminal * with graphic input devices

which output X and Y analog signals . Analog signals are re

ceived by the 4901 from the graphic input device . The 4901

continuously compares these signals with the data in the T4002

D / A converters . Upon command from the computer , the T4002

keyboard , or an external graphic device , the 4901 will digitize
the graphic address of the intersection of the crosshair cursor .

The digitized graphic address is sent to the computer through
the T4002 1/0 interface unit .

128 , 515
USED / AVAILABLE
OLD FILE
MERGE FILE
WRITE FILEEXIT
TYPE VALUES
REPLOT
SCALE VERTICAL
SCALE PICTURE
UNITY MAG
FRAME
OPTION R

126 1 . 299.730663 239.2827240

The 4901 generates a refreshed , clearly visible , full -screen

cursor which always covers the entire X , Y dimensions of the

T4002 storage display . The cursor forms perpendicular , hori
zontal and vertical lines which have a clearly discernible in

tersection . This provides a sharply defined point for use in

accurate graphic formatting . Cursor positioning is controlled
by the X , Y inputs from the external graphic device .

The cursor position accuracy is within one Least Significant
Bit ( LSB ) in each of the two axes . This accuracy is accom
plished by counting , in one direction only , the X , Y registers

which generate the crosshair cursor . This means that the point
of interest is always approached from the same direction , pro
viding accuracy to one LSB .

The above photograph pictures the clearly visible parallax
free , crosshair cursor . The cursor always covers the entire
X , Y dimensions of the display . Positioning accuracy is within
one LSB along each axis .

The cursor generation system uses the T4002 D / A converter

system . This common system provides several advantages . It
eliminates tracking errors , and drift and registration problems
which usually exist between the display system and the graphic
input device in equipment where two different converter sys
tems are used . A single system also eliminates a number of

critical calibration adjustments and allows the user to take full
advantage of the complete addressability of the display system .

CHARACTERISTICS
X AND Y DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIERS

Sensitivity – 1 bit / 5 mV .

Gain Accuracy-Within 1.5% of full scale .

Common Mode Signal Range-At least 15 V.

Differential Input Signal Range-5.115 V or less .

Maximum Safe Input Voltage- +22 V to -22 V, each input
referenced to program ground .

Maximum DC Offset-50 mV or less .

Nominal Input Resistance-Single-ended 80 k22, differential
160 kΩ .

The 4901 interfaces with the T4002 Graphic Computer Terminal
through the T4002's auxiliary 1/0 and is housed in the T4002

console space provided for auxiliary modules . Instruction

manual (070-1059-00 ) is included .

* T4002's below Serial # B020175 must be modified . Contact

your Tektronix Application Engineer for information .
Maximum Input Current Offset - plus inputs , 75 uA ; minus inputs ,
250 NA .
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4901

Interactive Graphic UnitINFORMATION DISPLAY PRODUCTS

GRAPHIC INPUT CONTROLLERS

T4002/4901 / Graphic Input Device System Resolution-X axis

resolution is within one addressable point ( 1 LSB ) between

and including points 3 to 1023. Y axis resolution is within one
addressable point ( 1 LSB) between and including points to
1020 .

Program Digitize Delay - At least 10 ms must be allowed be

tween cursor turn on and first digitized command following
turn on .

Time to Digitize-XY point , 20 ms or less , including 10 ms cursor

turn on ; Y point only , 10 ms or less .

LKTRONIX

Data Multiplexing Time Delay Requirement-5 us or less plus

delay added by parallel interface units . Types 4801 and 4803

time delay is 8 us or less , Type 4802 time delay is negligible .

SOFTWARE

JOYSTICK CONTROLLER

The 4901 Interactive Graphics Unit is provided with both stan

dard Utility and Fundamental Interactive Graphic Software

Packages .

The Utility Package consists of the routines necessary to facil

itate communication between a computer and the T4002 Graphic

Computer Terminal / 4901 Interactive Graphics Unit .

The Fundamental Interactive Graphic Package includes routines

for the user to create , modify , and manipulate graphic displays .

Documentation for these standard packages provide program
descriptions , flow diagrams and program listings .

The Standard Software Packages offered with the 4901 is for

users facilities which support FORTRAN capable of either " A "

format ( i.e. , unspecified character format) or assembly level

access from FORTRAN . The 4901 Interactive Graphic Unit soft

ware will be negotiated on an individual basis for users facilities

which do not support FORTRAN .

The Joystick Controller inputs signals to the Tektronix 4901

Interactive Graphic Unit . These signals provide the X and

Y information for positioning the cursor generated by the 4901 .
The Joystick elements which sense the X and Y voltages are

high - resolution potentiometers , controlled with a single handle ,

centered on a sphere mounted within a shroud . The potenti

ometers have low start- up and in -motion torque for very posi
tive operator control of the screen position of the cursor .

The Joystick has an IG OFF/ CURSOR BRIGHTNESS control

which turns the Joystick on and adjusts the intensity of the dis

played cursor . A READY light , when lit , indicates that the 4901

is ready to accept new information .

The Joystick Controller is equipped with its own interconnect

ing cable for the 4901 Interactive Graphic Unit . Instruction
manual (070-1060-00 ) is included .

When ordering the 4901 , please specify the following informa
tion about the intended facility :

Machine - Type, by make and model . Standard or special
operating system .

Languages — What languages does your facility support ( please

note what levels) . Which of these languages allows assembly
level access ?

CHARACTERISTICS

X and Y Resolution-Within one LSB of a previously stored

point .

Cursor Brightness Voltage Output Range- +6 V or less to at
least +14 V.

J1000 INTERFACE CONNECTION

Seek Input Voltage Range- +2.4 V to +5.5 V.

Logic-The logic form is positive , and logic levels are standard
TTL . All TTL input control lines present 5 or less normalized

loads to a TTL output . Input pulse widths are at least 500 ns .

Joystick Excursion - Side - to - side excursion is 66 ° within 4 ° ;
corner -to - corner excursion is 94 ° within 4º .

Cursor Intensity Input Voltage Range- +5 V to +15 V. Operating Temperature Range- ° C to +50 ° C .

Finish-Anodized aluminum .

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

Net Weight-2 1/2 lb ; 1.1 kg .

Operating Temperature Range- +20 ° C to +40 ° C .

Net Weight - Approximately 5 lb ; 2.3 kg . Dimensions-Diameter : 6 inches , 15.3 cm ; height : approximately
5.4 inches , 13.8 cm .

4901 INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC UNIT $450 $250JOYSTICK CONTROLLER, order 015-0175-00
U.S. Sales Price FOB Beaverton , OregonU.S. Sales Price FOB Beaverton , Oregon
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Accessories

CURVE TRACER ADAPTERS CRADLE MOUNTS

STUD DIODE DIODE

00-4 / DO - 5

TEKTRONIX , INC.
013-0110-00

TEKTRONIX , INC .
013-0111-00

Adapter with Kelvin sensing terminals for stud type (DO-4
and DO -5) diodes .

Order 013-0110-00 ( standard with 176 ) $ 10

Adapter with Kelvin sensing terminals for axial lead diodes.

Order 013-0111-00 ( standard with 576 ) $ 10

Adapter with Kelvin sensing terminals for TO -36 transistors

( not shown ) .

Order 013-0112-00 ( standard with 176 ) $ 13

For rackmounting 7000-Series oscilloscopes in a standard
19 inch wide rack. The rack height is 153/4 inches, rack depth

is 22 inches . Cradle mount consists of a cradle (or " shelf '')
without chassis tracks . The front panel finish is light gray .
For 7503 , order 040-0559-00 .. $ 34.50

For 7704 , 7514 and 7504 , order 040-0560-00 .. $34.50

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton , Oregon

RACK ADAPTERS

A

For rackmounting the 7000-Series oscilloscopes and Type 611

in a standard 19 inch wide rack . The rack height for the 7000

Series is 153/4 inches , the Type 611 is 14 inches , rack depth is

213/8 inches . Rack adapter includes slide -out chassis tracks .

The front panel finish is light gray for 7000 -Series and black
for the Type 611 .

For 7503 , order 040-0555-00 $ 95

For 7704, 7514 , 7504 , order 040-0554-00 $ 95

For Type 611 , order 040-0551-00 $ 95
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NEW PRODUCTS

IN THE SUPPLEMENT

R7704 150-MHz Oscilloscope 8 7014 Digital Counter 1

T4005 Graphic Display 22 144, R144 NTSC TV Signal Generators 14 T

E

3A10 Transducer Amplifier 10 176 Pulsed High -Current Fixture .... 19

3S7 TDR Sampler 12 1401 Spectrum Analyzer Module .... 20

3T7 TDR Sweep 12 4601 28Hard Copy Unit ..

Interactive Graphic Unit ......7A15 Single - Trace Amplifier 9 4901 30

7D13 Digital Multimeter 7514 Storage Oscilloscope 3

IN THE 1970 CATALOG

C-10 Trace -Recording Camera 380 7811 Sampling Unit 49

C -50, C-51 Trace -Recording Cameras 390 7T11 Sampling Sweep Unit 51

C-70 Trace -Recording Camera 392 141A, R141A PAL TV Signal Generators ..... 317

P6051 FET Probe 426 142, R142 PAL TV SignalGenerators ..... 321 XO

OZ-

>

200-1 , 200-2 Scope-Mobile Carts 400
P6052 1X , 10X Miniature Probe ...... 413

204-2 Scope-Mobile® Cart 400
P6053 10X Miniature Probe 414

286 Multiplex Unit 252
S-5 92

287 , R287
1-ns Sampling Head

Automated Integrated Circuit
Testing System ...

Multiplex Control Units ...... 252
S-3150

264 R288 Multiplex Master Controller ... 252

7A11 Single-Trace Amplifier 35 521 , R521 PAL Vectorscopes 297

7A12 Dual -Trace Amplifier 37 522, R522 PAL Vectorscopes 297

7A13 1101Differential Comparator

Amplifier
Accessory Power Supply .... 429

39
2101 5-ns Pulse Generator 357

X
7A14 Current Probe Amplifier ..... 38

2901 Time-Mark Generator 366
7A16 Single-Trace Amplifier 36...

5030, R5030
7A22 10 V / div Differential

Amplifier

10 V / div Dual -Beam

Oscilloscopes 165
41

5031 , R5031
7B50, 7B51 5 -ns / div Time-Bases 47

10 V/ div Dual -Beam

Storage Oscilloscopes

90-MHz Oscilloscope

161

7352 5 - ns / div Dual Time-Base ... 45 7503 32

7B70 , 7B71 2 - ns / div Time-Bases 43 7504 3190 -MHz Oscilloscope

150-MHz Oscilloscope7M11 Dual Delay -Line 50 7704 31
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